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INTRODUCTION 

This exhibit contains answers to the questions raised by the AEC Regulatory 

Staff in its letter to Applicant dated May 11, 1966.



CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.

INDIAN POINT NUCLEAR GENERATING UNIT NO. 2 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED 

1. You have indicated that additional pressure vessel inspection is contem
plated beyond that reported in the First Supplement. Please discuss the 
scope of these surveillance programs.  

2, We understand that the proposed design of the safety injection system has 
been modified. Please provide a diagram of the modified system indicating 
the location of the essential equipment, discuss the proposed operation 
of this equipment for postulated small and large piping failures of the 
primary coolant system, and discuss the considerations which entered 
into the selection of the particular recirculation cooling layout chosen.  
Indicate the time period this equipment must function following an accident, 
and the maximum time the equipment can be inoperative without exceeding 
the containment design pressure. In-consideration of the importance of 
achieving low leakage of radioactive materials from your facility, provide 
the design criteria for the auxiliary building and indicate how leakage 
of radioactivity from the enclosed equipment will be handled.  

3. We understand that you intend to increase the heat removal capacity of 
the fan-cooler system. Please discuss how this increased capacity will 
be achieved, and indicate its effect on containment pressures following 
the postulated maximum credible accident. Also, provide a diagram and 
discuss the redundancy of the service water system that provides cooling 
for these units.  

4. A potential source of hydrogen following a primary piping failure could 
be radiolytic decomposition of the safety injection water initiated by 
the. decay energy of the core. Please discuss the magnitude of the gases 
formed by this process and its p otential effect on containment pressure 
and concentration of free hydrogen in the containment vessel.  

5. Provide an analysis of the primary system pressure, temperature, and 
power level transients that would result from a failure of a steam 
generator tube. State the amount of primary system radioactivity that 
could be leaked to the secondary system and to the atmosphere under 
these conditions. Discuss those design features of the secondary 
system which would limit the release of radioactivity to the atmosphere 
for this accident condition. How many tube failures can be tolerated 
before exceeding the pressure relief capacity of the secondary system 
safety valves?



6. Provide an analysis of the control rod cluster ejection accident and 
discuss your method for computing-the consequences of this accident.  
Include a description of the criteria used to indicate fuel damage, and 
discuss the potential for damage to the primary system for these 
transients. Include information relative to transfer of energy from 
the hot oxide to the water to the vessel. Your answer should include 
a discussion of the conservatism employed both in the parameters used 
and in the analytical models. Also discuss as quantitatively as possible, 
the manner in which changes in these variables would affect the results 
of your calculations. Support this where possible by direct calculations 
of the affect on your results of varying such important quantities as 
reactivity, Doppler coefficient, and moderator coefficient.  

7. In order to evaluate the adequacy of the containment design for the con
sequences of a loss-of-coolant accident, it is desirable to consider the 
pressures that could result from energy added in a manner somewhat 
independent of a specific model. Please prepare a containment capability 
curve indicating the pressures resulting from various amounts of metal
water reaction occurring linearly with time in 500, 1000, and 2000 seconds.  
These curves should be drawn assuming (1) no engineering safeguards 
function, (2) only fan-coolers operate, and (3) the fan-coolers and spray 
pumps operate. Additional appropriate information such as containment 
atmosphere composition and temperatures should be presented.  

8. We note that locked-open valves are to be installed in some sections of 
the safety injection system within the containment vessel. In view of 
the importance of this system to protect the reactor core and to maintain 
containment vessel integrity, we believe the position of these valves 
should be determined by other than procedural control when the reactor 
is in operation and the containment is closed. Please discuss contem
plated means for assuring that these valves are open.  

9. Please provide the following containment design information: 

a. In Table 5-4, page 5 of the First Supplement; Damping Factors: The 
damping for item (1) the containment structure, item (2) concrete 
support structure of reactor vessel, and item (5) concrete structure 
above ground including shear walls and rigid frames, are all shown 
as 5.0 per cent of critical damping. It is our belief from 
available data that such high values can only be assured of existing 
in severely cracked concrete sections. A much more reasonable value 
would appear to be about 2.0 per cent, a value which we would prefer 
be employed for items (1) and (2). We would not object to the use, 
of 5.0 per cent for item (5). Your comments on these considerations 
are invited.



b. Although reference is made to the spectra to be employed, we find 
no plot or other adequate identification of the deisgn spectra.  
We request that a plot of the spectra to be employed in the design 
be made available so that there is no question as to the magnitudes 
of the design forces.  

c. With regard to Question 7 in the First Supplement, we can find no 
statement indicating that in computing design forces the vertical 
seismic motion will be assumed to act simultaneously with the 
horizontal excitation. It is obvious from recordings of earth
quake motions that excitation does occur in all directions simul
taneously, and the design must reflect such loading conditions.  
A statement clarifying the intentions in this respect is requested.  

d. No statements are made in the PSAR or in the First Supplement 
regarding safe shutdown provisions under seismic loading. What 
is the design criterion in this regard? 

e. It is still not clear from Question 2 in the First Supplement and 
the discussion as to exactly what extent the containment liner 
participates in carrying loads. If it is fastened firmly to the 
concrete shell with Nelson studs, the liner will necessarily 
participate in terms of transmitting loads or alternatively providing 
resistance. More importantly perhaps is the question of use of 
Nelson studs with this material. What studies will be made or 
have been made to indicate that the zone of fastening between the 
stud and plate will remain uncracked and leak tight? There have 
been reported cases of fatigue cracking and strength difficulties 
of studs in cases where cyclic loading (even only a few cycles) 
occurred. Will any special welding techniques, inspection, tests, 
or research be employed to help lend confidence to this design? 
In our opinion, special studies relating to these problems are 
desirable, and we would appreciate your comments in this regard.



Question 1

@ 1. You have indicated that additional pressure vessel inspection is contemplated 

beyond that reported in the First Supplement. Please discuss the scope of those 

surveillance programs.  

ANSWER 

Although Con Edison has no doubts as to the adequacy of the quality controls set 

up by Westinghouse to cover materials and manufacture of equipment or of the field 

control to be practiced by its constructor, United Engineers, in the construction 

of structures and installation of equipment at the site, it is deemed desirable to 

provide inspection and surveillance, independent of that of its supplier.  

To this end, the Services of United States Testing Co. have been engated to check 

the materials, fabrication and quality control techniques employed by the suppliers.  

Where deemed desirable it has been authorized to make analyses and tests to assure 

itself, and Con Edison, that the product is acceptable.  

Its first responsibility will be to check the pressure vessel materials, fabrication 

@and tests. This will include the vessel head and the studs. Similar surveillance 

during fabrication will be required for other parts of the primary coolant system.  

In addition to the services of United States Testing Co., Con Edison's field engineer 

as well as the Westinghouse field engineer will assure that the equipment and 

structures are properly installed or built by the field constructor.  

It is Con Edison's intention to regularly inspect the vessel head and studs during 

refueling outages. The exact procedure will be specified in the Final Safety 

Analysis Report, but tentative plans incluide the use of visual inspections, ultra

sonic, magnetic particle and dye penetrant: testing during refueling periods.  

The internal surface of the reactor vesse]L will periodically be inspected using 

optical devices over the accessible areas.. During refueling, the vessel cladding 

can be inspected in certain areas between the closure flange and the primary coolant 

inlet nozzles, and, if deemed necessary by7 the latter inspection, the core barrel 

could be removed making the entire inside vessel surface accessible. If more advanced 

inspection methods are successfully develoaped for the vessel, such as a means for
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ultrasonic testing, these methods will be employed as required. Tentative plans 

are for a limited vessel cladding inspection at the second refueling and every 

fourth refueling thereafter.  

Externally, the control rod drive mechanism nozzles on the closure head, the 

instrument nozzles on the bottom of the vessel and the extension spool pieces on 

the primary coolant outlet nozzles are accessible for visual, magnetic particle, 

or dye penetrant inspection during refuelings, tentatively at the same frequency 

as the limited vessel clad inspection.  

The closure head will be examined visually during each refueling. Optical devices 

will permit a selective visual inspection of the cladding, control rod drive 

mechanism nozzles, and the gasket seating surface. The knuckle transition piece, 

which is the highest stressed area of the closure head, will also be accessible on 

the outer surface for inspection by visual and dye penetrant means.  

* One-half of the closure studs will be inspected during each refueling using magnetic 

particle tests and possibly limited ultrasonic tests on some surfaces of the stud 

such as the root diameter. Additionally, it may be possible to perform some strain 

tests which would assist in verifying the material properties.  

As a member of the Empire States Atomic Development Associates (ESADA), Con Edison 

will profit from two projects being sponsored by ESADA. The first is a Babcock & 

Wilcox project to develop a method to regularly examine the pressure vessel for 

defects in body and cladding after installation and service. If a satisfactory 

procedure is formulated, it will be adopted for Indian Point Unit No. 2 as required.  

The second is a Westinghouse project on fracture mechanics which will investigate 

the potential modes of failure for pressure vessels.  

The Edison Electric Institute, of which Con Edison is a member, is considering 

through its Metallurgy and Piping Task Force and its Subcommittee on Atomic Power 

programs of the Pressure Vessel Research Committee, some of which are similar to 

the above mentioned projects being sponsored by ESABA.



Question 2

2. We understand that the proposed design of the safety injection system 
has been modified. Please provide a diagram of the modified system 
indicating the location of the essential equipment, discuss the proposed 
operation of this-equipment for postulated small and large piping failures 
of the primary coolant system, and discuss the considerations which entered 
into the selection of the particular recirculation cooling layout chosen.  
Indicate the time period this equipment must function following an accident, 
and the maximum time the equipment can be inoperative without exceeding 
the containment design pressure. In consideration of the importance of 
achieving low leakage of radioactive materials from your facility, provide 
the design criteria for the auxiliary building and indicate how leakage 
of radioactivity from the enclosed equipment will be handled.  

Answer 

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM CHANGES 

Figure 2-1, SAFETY INJECTION FLOW DIAGRAM, and Figure 2-2, CONTAINMENT SPRAY 

FLOW DIAGRAM, present the modifications made to the safety injection system.  

These flow diagrams supersede the safety injection flow diagram presented 

in the First Supplement to the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, Question 9.  

The principal change from the system presented earlier is the addition of a 

recirculation loop which is totally enclosed in the containment. This loop 

is comprised of two booster pumps, two recirculation pumps, the residual heat 

exchangers and the necessary piping, valves and instrumentation. All of this 

equipment is located within the containment. The equipment vital to the per

formance of the system following a loss of coolant accident is located in a 

zone shielded from any missiles or water jets which could be released as a 

result of the reactor coolant pipe rupture.  

The equipment utilized during the injection phase of operation consists of the 

two residual heat removal pumps, the three high-head safety injection pumps 

and the containment spray pumps. This equipment is located outside the con

tainment in the auxiliary building. In the event of a large reactor coolant 

pipe break when the radioactivity of spilled coolant can be high, the internal 

recirculation loop will handle all the post-injection cooling needs and the 

external injection equipment will be isolated.
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The added recirculation loop is started manually upon completion of the injection 

of refueling water from the refueling water storage tank. This loop circulates 

water from the containment sump, cools it in the residual heat exchangers and 

distributes the cool water to the containment spray headers and to the reactor 

coolant system for core cooling. One of the two booster pumps and one of the 

recirculation pumps can be run on emergency diesel power. These two units and 

one residual heat exchanger provide the flow and cooling capacity necessary for 

continued cooling of the core and the containment following injection for the 

hypothetical loss-of-coolant accident. Thus, essentially two complete recirculation 

trains are located within the containment.  

The significant features of the systems changes are summarized as follows.  

1. During the injection phase, the function and delivery capacity of the 

system is essentially unchanged from the design described in the First 

Supplement to the PSAR. The components which provide emergency core 

cooling are the three high head safety injection pumps and the two low 

head residual heat removal pumps. These pumps take suction from the 

refueling water storage tank. The residual heat removal pumps assure a 

high-flow deluging of the core through connections to the hot-leg piping 

in the event of a large pipe rupture. The high-head safety injection 

pumps assure delivery of water at the higher pressures and lower flows 

associated with smaller pipe ruptures. The piping at the discharge of 

the safety injection pumps has been modified to assure that at least one 

safety injection pump will deliver full flow to the system in the event 

of a spilling safety injection line.  

2. The containment spray system has been removed entirely from the safety 

injection recirculation flow path and is, therefore, no longer a potential 

leak point during recirculation. The system otherwise performs exactly 

as in the case of the prior system and utilizes the same components with 

the same spray delivery characteristics. The thiosulfate injection 

feature is included in a manner identical with that described in the 

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, Chapter 6. This system is isolated 

from the containment upon completion of the refueling water delivery, and 

the containment spray function for the recirculation phase of operation is 

entirely handled by the recirculation loop within the containment.
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3. In the event of the hypothetical accident, which presupposes a large 

reactor coolant pipe break and which results in core damage and fission 

product release, all the external systems are isolated following initial 

injection and are treated in the same manner as any other containment 

pipe penetration. The entire recirculation heat load and flow require

ments can be met by either one of the two recirculation trains within 

the containment.  

4. In the event that the reactor coolant pipe rupture is small, the operation 

of the safety injection system will prevent or limit fission product 

release and the level of radioactivity within the spilled coolant will be 

compatible with operation of equipment outside the containment. In this 

event, the reactor coolant pressure will remain high and flow of water 

will be circulated from the sump with the internal recirculation loop, 

delivered to the suction of the high head safety injection pumps any one 

of which can deliver the cooled water back to the reactor coolant system 

for continued core cooling. Access to these pumps will be possible for 

maintenance during loop operation at low levels of radioactivity. Hence 

the likelihood that equipment failure will result in ultimate release 

of fission products into the containment is essentially eliminated.  

5. The residual heat removal pumps are connected to a sump in the containment 

and can serve as a full-capacity backup to both recirculation pumping 

trains inside the containment.  

DESIGN OBJECTIVES FOR NEW SYSTEM 

The new design of the safety injection system has evolved as a solution to the 

following basic objectives associated with the long-term removal of residual 

heat from the containment and the core.  

1. Equipment recirculating coolant containing a high level of radioactivity 

should be located inside the containment, in view of the stringent leakage 

limits associated with the goal of limiting post-accident leakage within 

the limits of 10 CFR 20.
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2. The system should have a degree of reliability consistent with the need 

for long term cooling of the containment. Toward this end, location of 

equipment in accessible areas outside the containment is desirable in 

order to allow maintenance.  

3.- Any solution reached should retain core protection as a basic goal so 

that failures of equipment are unlikely to result in fission pr oduct 

release from a previously undamaged core. This goal implies a require

ment for maintenance of equipment utilized in long-term core cooling 

for the smaller break sizes.  

The provision of the additional recirculation loop located entirely within the 

containment and capable of handling both the containment spray as well as the 

core cooling function for large breaks, clearly satisfies the first objective.  

The second objective is met by the principle of redundancy and by locating 

backup equipment in an accessible area outside the containment. For example, 

either of two trains of booster and recirculation pumps inside the containment 

can handle the post-injection flow requirements. In the event of failure of 

all of this equipment, either of the two residual heat removal pumps located 

in the auxiliary building can also supply the necessary flow. These latter 

units are located in shielded and ventilated zones to allow access to the 

uncontaminated pump while the other is-providing recirculation flow.  

The third objective is met by the three high-head safety injection pumps which 

are located in the auxiliary building. One of three pumps can be used to aug

ment the head capacity of either the internal or external recirculation systems 

for long-term core cooling for the smaller break sizes. Coolant radioactivity 

is low in this case where the safety injection system prevents gross core 

melting. The equipment layout assures access to these pumps for maintenance 

and, hence, continued system operation to prevent core damage.
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The engineered safeguards cooling systems must function for a period of approxi

mately 400 days following a loss-of-coolant 'accident before the core residual heat 

decays to a value equivalent to the steady state heat transfer attainable through the 

containment walls without exceeding design conditions. The equipment available 

in the plant for this purpose is the following: 

1. Five containment fan-cooling units.  

2. Two internal recirculation pumping and'heat exchanger trains.  

3. Two external recirculation pumps (the residual heat removal pumps) 

The cooling effectiveness required of these items in order to protect the con

tainment diminishes as residual heat generation diminishes with time following 

reactor shutdown.  

1. FAN COOLING UNITS 

As described in Question 3, the heat removal capacity of each fan cooling 

unit has been increased to 21,200 Btu/sec when the containment is at 

47 psig. Thus one fan is more than sufficient to keep the containment 

pressure at design when the residual heat generation drops to 21,200 Btu/sec.  

The following chart summarizes the capability of a number of fan combinations.  

Time at which Heat Removal 
Number of Fans Heat Removal Capacity Equals Residual Heat Generation 

Btu/sec at 47 psig hours 

1 21,200 16.0 

2 42,400 1.7 

3 63,600 0.6 

Thus, within one day following the accident, a single fan cooling unit has 

capacity to balance residual heat transfer into the containment vapor phase.  

Analyses have shown that no more than two fan cooling units are required 

immediately following the injection phase of operation to ensure that pressure 

will be maintained below the design value.
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2. tTERiAL RECIRCULATION 

Z: tr4rn of the internal recirculation system provides sufficient cooled 

4rculated water to keep the cr flooded with water by injection through 

gtll eg connections while simultaneously providing sufficient containment 

f ?W to prevent the containment pressure from rising above design 

the boiloff from the core. Only one pumping train and one heat 

, Fe required to operate for this capability at the earliest time 

4~op is initiated. With a recirculation train in operation no 

fans are required.  

3. EXTERNAL RECIRCULATION 

the external recirculation system completely duplicates the internal recir

culation system in flow capacity, i.e., two pumping trains (residual 

heat removal) are available and each is sufficient to keep the core covered 

and prevent the containment pressure from exceeding the design value.  

Considering containment protection, this train is required only if all five 

fans and both internal recirculation pumping trains are inoperative. Since 

these external pumps are run during the safety injection phase of the 

accident, any problem would be revealed and maintenance could be performed 

prior to any requirement for external recirculation. Further, maintenance 

can be performed on the uncontaminated pump while the second ptup is recir

culating radioactive fluid.  

The earliest that recirculation is required is when the safety injection system 

and containment spray systems deliver at their maximum capacity and the contents 

of the refueling water storage tank are exhausted. This occurs at approximately 

2500 secs. For this case assuming no operation of fan coolers during this 

period, the containment pressure is reduced below 10 psig and the containment 

sump water is subcooled.
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The curve on Figure 2-3 presents the time required for the containment to reach 

design pressure from a base point of a 10 psig saturated containment, if all 

recirculation and fan cooling equipment were to become inoperative.  

As can be determined from the curve if the contents of the refueling water 

storage tank were exhausted at the earliest time (2500 secs), and the fans and 

the recirculation systems are not operative, it takes 4150 seconds (1.15 hours) 

for the containment pressure to rise from 10 psig to the design value. This 

time available for action increases with time after the accident to approximately 

20 hours at 120 days after the accident.  

The curve in Figure 2-3 is based on an initial containment pressure of 10 psig.  

If any of the fan cooling or recirculation systems functioned after the accident 

for a period of time, the containment pressure would be reduced below 10 psig 

and a correspondingly longer time would be required for the pressure to increase 

above the design value.  

AUXILIARY BUILDING LEAKAGE CRITERIA 

It is more probable that the external recirculation loop would only be used when 

low levels of radioactivity consistent with the small break exist in the recir

culated coolant water. It is highly unlikely that a large break, high fission 

product release, and failure of the internal recirculation pumps would all occur, 

requiring circulation of highly radioactive water outside the containment.  

However, the external recirculation loop and the auxiliary building are designed 

so that external recirculation can be initiated immediately after the accident 

with a level of radioactivity consistent with a 100% meltdown. The resultant 

maximum leakage release from the :-lant would give off-slte doses substantially 

below 10 CFR 100 limits.  

This criterion is met, first, by minimizing leakage from the system and, second, 

by assuring that such leakage that does occur, will be filtered through absolute 

filters before being released to the environment.
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A high degree of inherent leak tightness in the external recirculation system 

results from strict quality control procedures; the use of all-welded piping 

joints, packless valves, where practical, and the specification of stringent 

backseat and seal leakage requirements on conventional valves, low leakage 

mechanical seals on pumps, and leakoff connections on valve packing and pump 

seals. Operational leak tightness is assured by the provision of redundant 

isolation valves at system boundaries, and by minimization of connections which 

must be closed to assure isolation of the system from the environment. No 

immediate valve operation is required in order to effect isolation of the recir

culation loop from the environment following the loss-of-coolant accident. The 

necessary valves are closed as part of initiating the recirculation phase of 

operation.  

The ventilation system is arranged so that the two purge and dilution exhaust 

fans take suction from the end of the auxiliary building in which the recircu

lation equipment, piping and valves are located. The normal flow path for air 

from the auxiliary building discharges through a duct to the suction of these 

fans which then discharge to the plant discharge duct through a roughing and 

absolute filter.  

The flow rate through the auxiliary building with only one of the two purge and 

dilution fans operating is sufficient to assure a negative pressure in the region 

of the auxiliary building containing the recirculation system equipment. Either 

one of these fans can be powered from the emergency diesel.  

Control of the recirculation system boundary has been achieved first by limiting 

connections to the recirculation flow path to those lines essential to the 

engineered safeguards. For those paths where connections must be made (the 

refueling water storage tank and the pump recirculation path used in system 

testing) isolation of the flow path is assured by two remotely operated valves 

in series or one remotely operated valve and one check valve. Leakage across 

the seats in these isolation valves will be specified and tested to 3 cc/hr/inch 
1 of nominal pipe size in accordance to MSS-SP-61 

1 Manufacturers Standardization Society - SP-61, "Hydrostatic Testing of 

Steel Valves"
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Valving will be specified for exceptional tightness and where possible.. such as 

in the instrument valves, packless diaphragm-type valves will be used. All 

manual valves will be provided with backseats, which are capable of limiting 

leakage to less than one cc per hour per inch of stem diameter, assuming no 

credit is taken for the valve packing. Those valves which are normally open, 

will be backseated. Normally closed valves will be installed with recirculation 

flow under the seat to prevent leakage of the recirculated water through the 

valve stem packing. Relief valves will be totally enclosed. Remotely operated 

valves and modulating valves will be supplied with double packing and stem 

leakoff connection between the packing.  

Low leakage mechanical seals will be used on the residual heat removal and safety 

injection pumps, and a leakoff connection to waste disposal will also be provided.  

The leakage through pump seals is limited to 1 drop/min.  

OFF-SITE EXPOSURE DUE TO EXTERNAL RECIRCULATION LEAKAGE 

For the expected conditions during the operation of the external loop, the 

recirculated sump water will be subcooled below the 10 psig conditions in the 

containment from which the external recirculation of sump water could be initiated 

so that any leakage from the loop will have minimal flashing of the liquid to 

vapor. Also, the presence of the thiosulfate from the containment spray provides 

additional assurance that any iodine in the leakage will remain in the liquid 

rather than going to vapor. Also, as was pointed out in the preceeding paragraphs, 

the most probable conditions which might require the use of the external recircu

lation loop would be those of a small break requiring the continued use of the 

high head safety injection pumps. Under these circumstances, the activity level 

of the sump water would be comparable to that of the reactor coolant system (a 

total of a few micro curies per cc of iodine). The resultant off-site exposures 

for these expected conditions would be only a few millirem and below the limits 

of 10CFR20 for yearly exposure.  

To evaluate the maximum potential exposure due to a possible but extremely remote 

mode of operation of the external recirculation loop, the following conservative 

assumptions were used in the analysis:
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1. The external recirculation loop operation is initiated immediately after 

the accident.  

2. the residual heat removal pump seals leak at three times its maximum 

allowable rate.  

3. All of the leak-offs were ineffective.  

4. All flanges are assumed to leak at 10 drops/mmn., although the flanges 

would be adjusted to zero leakage following any test.  

5. The entire core inventory of iodine is assumed to be in the sump water with 

a concentration of approximately 9.5 x 10- dose-equivalent curies of 1-131 

per cubic centimeter at the start of recirculation and that natural decay 

is the only mechanism for source strength reduction.  

6. Approximately 20% of the leakage liquid flashes to vapor in cooling to ambient 

conditions and carries that fraction (20%) of the iodine in the liquid to the 

auxiliary building atmosphere. This assumed a liquid temperature of 290'F 

although the expected temperature is progressively lowered below 200OF during 

recirculation.  

7. All of the vapor and iodine liberated to the auxiliary building atmosphere 

is sent through absolute filter units (expected efficiency is greater than 

99% for particulate iodine) prior to reaching the environment via the plant 

vent. However, zero efficiency is assumed (i.e., no credit is taken for 

iodine removal by the absolute filters). The dispersion models for the 

release from the vent are those presented in Chapter 12 of the PSAR.
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The leakage from the external recirculation loop with the above assumptions is 

summarized in Table 2-1. For a total leakage of 183 cc/hr, the 2 hour dose at the 

site boundary is 2.5 rem to the thyroid. This is a factor of 120 below the limits 

of 10 CER 100. The 24 hour dose to the low population zone for this same leakage 

is 5 rem to the thyroid which is a factor of 60 below the limits of 10 CFR 100.  

TABLE 2-1 

POTENTIAL EXTERNAL RECIRCULATION LOOP LEAKAGE

Item
No. of 
Units

1. Residual Heat 
Removal Pump 

2. Flanges 

5 pumps 

3. Valves - open 

stem leakage

4. Valves - closed, 
seat leakage 
(provide leak 
path to atmosphere)

Type of Leakage Control and 
Leakage used in Analysis 

Mechanical seal with leakoff 
3 drops/min. - 9 cc/hr.  

Gasket - adjusted to zero 
leakage following any test 
10 drops/min/flange 

Backseated double packing 
with leakoffs 1 cc/hr/in 
stem dia.  

Leakage maximum allowable 
3 cc/hr/in of nominal pipe size

TOTAL

Leakage 
cc/hr.  

18 

120 

9 

36



Question 3

3. We understand that you intend to increase the heat removal capacity of the 
fan-cooler system. Please discuss how this increased capacity will be 
achieved, and indicate its effect on containment pressures following the 
postulated maximum credible accident. Also, provide a diagram and discuss 
the redundancy of the service water system that provides cooli-ng for these 
units.  

Answer 

The heat removal capacity of the containment ventilation fan-cooler system has 

been increased so that the five fan cooling units have the same total heat removal 

capability as the spray system with both spray pumps operating and with the con

tainment at design pressure of 47 psig. With either all five fan cooling units 

functioning or both spray pumps functioning, and without safety injection, the con

tainment pressure is limited to a peak of 43.5 psig, a value 3.5 psi below the 

containment design pressure of 47 psi. Partial functioning of both systems (e.g., 

two fan cooling units and one spray pump) will also limit the containment pressure 

to the design value.  

The additional capacity of the fan cooling units has been achieved by increasing 

cooler heat transfer surface and by increasing service water flow to these units.  

Figure 3-1 is a flow diagram showing the service water system. The six service 

water pumps are identical units which supply river~water to meet the cooling needs 

for both the primary plant and turbine plant. Two independent pump discharge 

headers are used, each supplied by three service water pumps. Each header supplies 

an independent supply line. The two independent supply lines are connected at 

each end of a common supply header for the fan cooling units. Isolation valves 

are provided at either end of this supply header to allow isolation should one 

supply line be out of service. An isolation valve is located close to the center 

of the supply header and can be closed to provide two independent water supply 

trains each serving approximately one half of the heat load. The two service 

water supply lines are also connected to the supply header for the component 

cooling heat exchangers and furnish water through branch connections for turbine 

plant cooling.
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The cooling water requirements for all five fan cooling units can be supplied by 

any two of the six service water pumps. Any two pumps can be powered by the 

emergency diesels.  

The containment ventilation cooling units are supplied by individual lines from 

the containment service water header. Each inlet line is provided with a manual 

shutoff valve and drain valve. Similarly, each discharge line from the cooler is 

provided with a manual shutoff valve and drain valve. This allows each cooler 

to be isolated individually for leak testing or to be drained and maintained open 

to the atmosphere during the integrated leak tests.  

The ventilation cooler discharge lines will be monitored for radioactivity by 

routing a small bypass flow from each through a common radiation monitor. Upon 

indication of radioactivity in the effluent, each cooler discharge line would be 

monitored individually to locate the defective cooling coil. However, since the 

cooling coils and service water lines are completely closed inside the containment, 

no contaminated leakage is expected into these units. The service water system 

pressure at locations inside the containment is below the design pressure of 

47 psig.  

During normal plant operation, flow through the cooling units will be throttled 

for containment temperature control purposes by a valve on the common discharge 

header from the cooling units. Two independent, full flow, isolation valves open 

automatically in the event of a high containment pressure signal to bypass the 

control valve. Both valves fail in the open position upon loss of air pressure 

and either valve is capable of passing the full flow required for all five fan 

cooling units.



Question 4

4. A potential source of hydrogen following a primary piping failure 
could be radiolytic decomposition of the safety injection water 
initiated by the decay energy of the core. Please discuss the 
magnitude of the gases formed by this process and its potential 
effect on containment pressure and concentration of free hydrogen 
in the containment vessel.  

Answer 

A conservative estimate of the formation of hydrogen by radiolysis of safety 

injection water indicates that the effect of this source of hydrogen gas is 

insignificant.  

For purposes of this estimate, it was assumed that all residual nuclear energy 

occurring after reactor trip is absorbed by water, and that one (1.0) molecule 

of hydrogen gas (H 2) is formed for each 100 mev of energy absorbed. The 

residual energy sources considered were residual fission, fission product decay, 

U-238 capture decay and control rod absorber material capture decay. No 

credit was taken for the separation of volatile fission products from the 

system, nor for the self-absorption of beta energy by the fuel or cladding 

material, both of which effects would substantially reduce the rate of radiolysis.  

The results are summarized below.  

Time after Energy absorbed Hydrogen produced 
shutdown Megawatt-seconds Pound-moles 

100 sec. 16.5 x 10 3 .0017 

1 hour 221 x 10 3 .023 

1 day 2.34 x 10 6 .243 

1 month 9.43 x 10 6 2.56 

At the end of one month the accumulated hydrogen gas from this source is about 

0.04 mole per cent of the dry air in the containment. Extrapolating to ten 

months without taking into account further reduction in radiation intensity 

after one month, the accumulated radiolytic hydrogen is 0.29 mole per cent.  

The pressure exerted by this gas is less than 0.05 psi, and its concentration 

is less than 5 per cent of the lower combustible limit.



Question 5

5. Provide an analysis of the primary system pressure, temperature, and 
power level transients that would result from a failure of a steam 
generator tube. State the amount of primary system radioactivity that 
could be leaked to the secondary system and to the atmosphere under these 
conditions. Discuss those design features of the secondary system which 
would limit the release of radioactivity to the atmosphere for this accident 
condition. How many tube failures can be tolerated before exceeding the 
pressure relief capacity of the secondary system safety valves? 

Answer 

In the event of a rupture of a single steam generator tube, the released reactor 

coolant radioactivity will be maintained essentially within the secondary and 

containment systems. Leakage to the environment will not exceed the dose limits 

of 10 GFR 20. The rupture of a single tube will not result in physical damage 

to equipment. The most adverse consequence of this incident would be the 

secondary system cleanup to remove the slightly radioactive, borated reactor 

coolant.  

PROVISIONS TO HANDLE STEM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE 

Following a tube rupture, the gaseous activity transmitted to the main condensers 

through the steam line will cause the air ejector radiation monitor to alarm.  

As discussed in Question 19-d in the First Supplement to the PSAR, the radiation 

monitor will divert the air ejector discharge into the containment. The design 

of the system will be such that the gaseous activity released to the environment 

prior to diverting the air ejector to the containment will not exceed the amount 

required to meet the 0.5 rem whole body dose criterion (about 13,500 curies of 

Xe-133). Flows to atmosphere from the gland seal condenser amount to a small 

fraction of the total dose when integrated over the entire cooldown period of 

approximately four hours - assuming no isolation of the defective steam generator.  

The steam dump which accompanies reactor trip is entirely to the turbine. conden

sers. The steam dump valve capacity of approximately 40 per cent of full load 

flow is adequate to prevent popping of steam generator safety valves and dumping 

of radioactive material to the atmosphere.
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Non-return valves in each main steam line permit isolation of individual steam 

generators once the primary pressure falls below the steam generator safety 

valve set pressure of 1100 psia. The increasing steam generator water level 

after trip, and the blowdown radiation monitor will indicate the faulty steam 

generator requiring isolation. With isolation of the faulty steam generator, 

the contamination of secondary plant components is limited.  

In the event that the faulty steam generator is not isolated, the condensible 

fluids from the reactor coolant system will be stored in the main condensers.  

Emergency storage capacity within the condensers up to the lower air off-take 

connection amounts to 12,840 cubic feet, approximately double the maximum cal

culated discharge through both ends of a single broken tube over the entire 

cooldown period.  

SHORT-TERM POWER, PRESSURE AN~D TEMPERATURE TRAN'SIENTS 

Figure 5-1 shows the power level, temperature (coolant T ag) and pressure 

transients associated with a single tube rupture. The analysis was performed 

using the following assumptions: 

1. The faulty tube was assumed severed just above the tube sheet. Hot leg 

coolant discharged through a tube length equivalent to the tube'sheet 

thickness. Gold leg fluid discharged through the entire length of a 

U-tube.  

2. The calculation was performed on the basis of an uncontrolled incident.  

Only the automatic reactor trip points (high power, low pressure, safety 

injection) were considered, and no isolation of the faulty unit using the 

steam line non-return valves was assumed.  

3. The effect of secondary side steam dump to the condenser following reactor 

trip was included.

4. The effect of charging flow was ignored.
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This problem was analyzed on a detailed digital simulation model for a PWR 

plant. The computer model, computes time and space-dependent variables such 

as average channel fuel temperature, coolant temperatures in the primary loop 

and in the pressurizer, and shell side steam generator fluid conditions. Masses, 

energy, and state equations are satisfied for all coolant sections. Pressure, 

surge rates, and core reactivity are computed from coolant density changes. The 

standard six-delay group neutron kinetics equations are solved for a point core.  

Residual heat generation is included. Flow through the ruptured tube is assumed 

to be proportional to reactor coolant pressure for critical flow and proportional 

to the square root of the pressure differential for subcritical flow.  

The reactor transient curves presented are for a slightly negative moderator 

coefficient. The power level remained essentially constant. Reactor trip is 

the result of low reactor coolant pressure and occurs at approximately seven 

minutes after the rupture. This case is representative of adverse conditions 

in which there is no operator action. For any value of the moderator coefficient, 

whether in its positive or negative range, the reactivity insertion rate is 

less than that incurred for a design load change. The reactor control system 

is therefore capable of maintaining essentially constant temperature and power 

until the trip point is reached.
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REACTOR COOLANT DISCHARGE TO SECONDARY PLANT 

Figure 5-2 shows the transient pressure and integrated flow through a ruptured 

tube over the reactor cooldown period.  

1. The initial flow through the break is at a maximum prior to reactor trip.  

since the maximum pressure differential between primary and secondary sides 

of the steam generator exist at this time.  

2. Pressure falls in the pressurizer as the charging pumps are initially unable 

to match the critical flow discharge of reactor coolant through the break.  

The high flow condition and relatively high reactor coolant pressure are 

maintained during the period before trip as the pressurizer heaters attempt 

to maintain pressure in spite of a falling water level.  

3. Reactor trip and turbine trip occur automatically on a low pressure signal 

about 436 seconds or seven minutes after the rupture. Automatic dump of 

secondary steam to the main condensers prevents popping of the main steam 

safety valves. Pressurizer level and reactor coolant pressure drop as the 

reactor coolant temperature is automatically reduced to the no-load average 

temperature by the automatic steam dump.  

4. Safety injection is initiated just after reactor trip upon coincident 

pressurizer low pressure and low level signals. Operation of the high 

head safety injection pumps causes pressure to equilibrate at 'approximately 

1200 psia and causes the water level to rise back into the pressurizer.  

Flow through the tube rupture stabilizes during this period as the steam 

dump system automatically maintains coolant temperature (and hence secondary 

steam pressure) at the nominal no-load value.  

5. Cooldown of the plant is begun at 50*F/hr approximately twenty minutes after 

reactor trip. Heat is removed by controlled steam dump to the main con

densers. During this period, a constant pressure margin of approximately 

200 psi is maintained above saturation (and secondary side) pressure, to 

allow operation of the reactor coolant pumps during the cooldown period.
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Pressurizer water level is maintained by operation of a safety injection 

pump. The flow through the break remains essentially constant over this 

period. Figure 5-2 shows the transient assuming that the faulty steam 

generator-has not been isolated.  

6. It is expected that the unit will be isolated by a steam line non -return 

valve once the reactor coolant pressure is reduced below 1100 psia. In 

this event, the mass flow into the secondary system will terminate and 

no reactor coolant flow to the main condensers will occur after that time.  

7. Should the isolation of the unit not take place, the entire secondary steam 

system will be isolated by closing off steam dump once the residual heat 

removal loop is placed in service about 4 1/2 hours after the rupture. At 

this time approximately 5760 ft 3of reactor coolant will have been discharged 

to the secondary side.  

RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE TO SECONDARY PLANT 

The radioactivity release to the secondary plant has been evaluated consistent 

with the single tube rupture and failure to isolate the faulty steam generator 

and 1 per cent fuel defects. As shown in Figure 5-2, the total discharge from 

the reactor coolant to the secondary plant for these conditions is 5760 ft 3or 
6 3 

163 x 10 cm . The following tabulation lists the fission product concentrations 

for one per cent defective fuel and the resultant discharge to the secondary 

plant under the most adverse condition.  

PRIMARY COOLANT FISSION PRODUCT ACTIVITIES 

Reactor Coolant Resultant Radioactivity 
Fission Product Concentration Release to Secondary Plant 

Xe-133 =196. pc/cm3  32,000 curies 
Xe-135 = 5.2 850 
1-131 = 1. 163 
1-132 = 0.5 81.5 
1-133 = 1.7 277 
1-134 = 0.3 49 
1-135 = 1.0 163 

Cs-137 = 1.2 196 
Cs-134 = 0.25 40.7 
Kr-85 =4.8 783
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The activity in the turbine building'from the above sources will not present 

tolerance problems for personnel during the accident and the subsequent plant cleanup.  

RELIEF CAPACITY FOR A MULTIPLE TUBE FAILURE 

Although the rupture of more than a single steam generator tube is considered im

probable, an analysis has been made of the capacity of the main steam safety 

valves to pass the flow of a rupture of more than one steam generator tube.  

The steam generator valves are sized to pass 3.215 x 106 lb/hr of steam for 

each steam generator. These valves can pass a water flow of approximately 

4300 lb/second at 1100 psia saturation conditions. Considering a maximum flow 

severance of 80.5 lb/sec, the safety valves on any one steam line can handle 

the water flow from approximately 50 broken tubes.  

SUMMARY 

In summary, 

1. The severance of a single steam generator tube will cause no significant 

power increase and will result in no core damage or fission product release.  

2. The plant is designed to contain the effluent from the ruptured steam 

generator tube within the secondary and containment systems such that the 

release to surroundings with proper functioning of the equipment will not 

exceed the limits of 10 CFR 20.  

3. Even in the event of failure of equipment intended to contain the coolant 

activity release, the discharge of the entire inventory of coolant radio

activity will not cause off-site exposures in excess of 10 CFR 100 limits.
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4. In the event of failure to isolate&the faulty steam generator using a main 

steam non-return valve, the entire quantity of coolant lost through the 

ruptured tube is contained within .the secondary system and no physical 

damage to equipment results. The only consideration is essentially one 

of cleaning up the secondary system.  

5. The main steam safety valves in one main steam line have the capacity to 

pass water flow equivalent to the maximum through the double-ended 

severance of approximately 50 steam generator tubes. This condition is 

considered a highly improbable event and is not a basis for plant design.



Question 6

6. Provide an analysis of the control rod cluster ejection accident and discuss 
your method for computing the consequences of this accident. Include a 
description of the criteria used to indicate fuel damage, and discuss the 
potential for damage to the primary system for these transients. Include 
information relative to transfer of energy from the hot oxide to the water 

to the vessel. Your answer should inlcude a discussion of the conservatism 
eifiployed both in the parameters used and in the analytical models. Also 
discuss as quantitatively as possible, the manner in which changes in these 

variables would affect the results of your calculations. Support this where 
possible by direct calculations of the affect on your results of varying 
such important quantities as reactivity, Doppler coefficient, and moderator 

coefficient.  

Answer 

The analysis and discussion requested are contained in WCAP-2940, "Indian Point 

Unit No. 2 Rod Ejection Analysis", prepared by Westinghouse and appended to this 

Supplement.



Question 7

7. In order to evaluate the adequacy of the containment design for the 
consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident, it is desirable to consider 
the pressures that could result from energy added in a manner somewhat 
independent of a specific model. Please prepare.a containment capability 
curve indicating the pressures resulting from various amounts of metal
water reaction occurring linearly with time in 500, 1000, and 2000 seconds.  
These curves should be drawn assuming (1) no engineering safeguards 
function, (2) only fan-coolers'operate, and (3) the fan-coolers and spray 
pumps operate. Additional appropriate information such as containment 
atmosphere composition and temperatures should be presented.  

Answer 

Figure 7-1 presents the results of this study. The results illustrate the 

capability to accept energy-release into the containment following a loss

of-coolant accident, in which the rate and extent of the metal-water portion 

of the total release are arbitrarily varied.  

The study requested that various metal-water reaction energies be added to the 

containment linearly with time over several time periods. However, to be useful, 

representations for determining trends or sensitivity, other important energy 

source terms that are a consequence of the loss-of-coolant accident must be 

included in the results.  

Therefore, the following ground rules were established for this sensitivity 

study: 

1. in all cases, the initial pressure peak is caused by the blowdown of 

the reactor coolant system.  

2., Starting at 10 seconds, reactor core residual heat generation is brough t 

into the containment as produced in the form of steam. For conservatism, 

this energy term is based on infinite core operating time at full power 

prior to the accident. The core residual heat contributions are 45.4 x 10 6 

and 112 x 10 6and 220 x 10 6BTU at 300, 1000, and 2000 seconds, respectively.
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3. The initial core stored energy totaling 28.5 x106 BTU is brought into 

the containment as steam at a uniform rate over 2000 seconds.  

4. The reactor coolant system hot metal above the level of the break (including 

the approximately 160,000 ft 2of steam generator tube heat transfer area) 

is assumed to be in direct contact with the containment steam-air mixture.  

The total heat release to the containment steam-air phase is 6 x 106 

6 6 
20 x 10 , and 40 x 10 BTU at 300, 1000, and 2000 seconds, respectively.  

A transfer of 40 x 10 6Btu amounts to nearly all the stored energy in one 

steam generator. Since these hot metal areas are within stagnant flow 

regions of the reactor coolant system, the actual rate of heat release 

would be much slower than assumed. This conservative assumption was also 

used in all containment pressure transients previously presented in the 

PSAR and the First Supplement.  

5. The zirconium-water reaction energy is brought into the containment in 

the form of steam at a uniform rate until the specified time at which the 

reaction is completed. The corresponding hydrogen-oxygen recombination 

energy is added directly to the containment steam-air mixture at a uniform 

rate over the same time period. It is assumed that the hot hydrogen burns 

as it discharges from the break into the containment atmosphere.  

The main parameters studied were extent of zirconium water reaction, time to 

complete the reaction, and containment cooling engineered safeguards systems 

in operation.  

Various metal water reactions equaling 33.3 per cent, 66.6 per cent, and 

100 per cent of the total core Zr mass were arbitrarily assumed. In energy 

terms, a 100 per cent reaction is equal to 113 x 10 6BTU. The corresponding 

hydrogen-oxygen recombination energy is 89 x 10 6BTU.
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Arbitrary completion times for the reaction were also assumed. The three 

reaction fractions were each studied at assumed completion times of 300, 

1000, and 2000 seconds.  

Each combination of reaction fraction and completion time was then analyzed 

for three levels of engineered safeguards in operation. The first level includes 

five fan coolers and two containment spray pumps and structural heat sinks. The 

second level is based on running either five fan coolers or two spray pumps 

and structural heat sinks. The third level assumes only containment structural 

heat sinks are available.  

To more clearly illustrate the containment sensitivity to various amounts of 

zirconium-water reaction, the results are presented in the form of allowable 

metal-water reaction per cent versus time to complete the reaction. The 

allowable reaction is defined as the metal-water reaction that causes contain

ment pressure to reach a defined pressure.  

As shown by the juncture of the solid line curves on Figure 7-1, reaction of 

75 per cent occurring immediately after blowdown will not cause containment 

pressure to exceed the containment load can' oli" of 1.5 P or 70.5 psig*. With 

five fan coolers and two spray pumps operating, a 100 per cent reaction could 

be tolerated if the time of completion were greater than 120 seconds. With 

either five fan coolers or two spray pumps running, the minimum allowable com

pletion time for 100 per cent reaction is increased to 370 seconds. These 

times indicate a high degree of effectiveness in the containment engineered 

safeguards. Referring to the specific core thermal transient model discussed 

in the PSAR, a conservative steam limited reaction of 45 per cent was predicted 

to occur in 2300 seconds. If containment structure is the only heat sink, 

the allowable reaction percentage decreases with increasing completion time 

because of continued energy addition to the containment from core residual heat 

generation and heat transfer from the steam generators. This illustrates the 

relatively greater importance of integrated core residual heat than zirconium

water reaction over long time periods. Considering the reliability and redun

dancy of-the containment cooling and recirculation systems, such a situation 

is highly improbable.  

*Refer to equ:ation (1), page 3 of "Cont-cinment Design Information", First 

Supplement to the PSAR.
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As shown by the dished line curves on Figure 7-1, the allowable reaction 

shifts downward when the design working limit of 47 psig is used. With 

safeguards operating, the net result is to extend the minimum time of 

completion for the reaction.



Question 8

8. We note that locked-open valves are to be installed in some sections 
of the safety injection system within the containment vessel.. In view 
of the importance of this system to protect the reactor core and to maintain 
containment vessel integrity, we believe the position of these valves 
should be determined by other than procedural control when the reactor 
is in operation and the containment is closed. Please discuss contem
plated means for assuring that these valves are open.  

Answer 

The safety injection system has been modified as described in the answer to 

question No. 2. The system contains only 4 valves inside the containment which 

are locked open to ensure a flow path for safety injection. The valves in 

question are the maintenance isolation valves for the residual heat exchangers 

and will be closed very infrequently. Maintenance work on the residual heat 

exchangers can be performed only with the plant shut down and such a condition 

would require that the residual heat removal loop be in operation to cool the 

reactor coolant system so that both heat exchangers cannot be isolated simul

taneously.  

The administrative controls which zert_'Ir to these vi.ves as well as to other 

valves and equipment throughout the plant, are being used successfully in 

other power stations, both nuclear and conventional, and in the Consolidated 

Edison System.  

According to Consolidated Edison Company practice, such a valve would be locked 

in the fully-open position according to the instructions of the licensed plant 

operator. The construction of the valve is such that its position is plainly 

visible.  

Upon closing the locked-open valve, the valve is tagged and the issuance of 

the tag number, the responsible party, and the reason for issuing the tag are 

made a part of the plant operating record. Removal of the tag is similarly 

noted in the operating record along with the name of the responsible party.
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Prior to startup, a checklist of safety items must be completed. The position 

of all such valves in the safety systems must be visually examined and indicated 

on this list which must then be signed by the operator performing the check and 

reviewed by the general watch foreman.  

With such administrative procedures, a physical check is made of each device 

which is important to plant safety. These procedures provide the necessary 

assurance that the proper valves in the safety injection system will be open.  

No additional features are planned.



Question 9-a

9. Please provide the following containment design information: 

a. In Table 5-4 of the First Supplement; Damping Factors: The damping 
for item (1) the containment structure, item (2) concrete support 
structure of reactor vessel, and item (5) concrete structure above 
ground including shear walls and rigid frames, are all shown as 
5.0 per cent of critical damping. It is our belief from available 
data that such high values can only be assured of existing in 
severely cracked concrete sections. A much more reasonable value 
would appear to be about 2.0 per cent, a value which we would 
prefer be employed for items (1) and (2). We would not object to 
the use of 5.0 per cent for item (5). Your comments on these con
siderations are invited.  

Answer 

The table of damping factors given in the First Supplement, page 5 of the con

tainment design information has been revised as follows: 

DAMYPING FACTORS 

Per Gent of 
Component Critical Damping 

1. Containment Structure 2.0 

2. Concrete Support Structure of 
Reactor Vessel 2.0 

3. Steel Assemblies: 
(a), Bolted or Riveted 2.5 
(b) Welded 1.0 

4. Vital Piping Systems 0.5 

5. Concrete Structures above Ground: 
(a) Shear Wall 5.0 
(b) Rigid Frame 5.0



Question 9-b 

9. Please provide the following containment design information: 

b. Although reference is made to the spectra to be employed, we find 
no plot or other adequate identification of the design spectra.  
We request that a plot of the spectra to be employed in the design 
be made available so that there is no question as to the magnitudes 
of the design forces.  

Answer 

The attached Figures 9-1 and 9-2 give the spectral acceleration response spectra 

to be employed in the design for 0.10 g and 0.05 g earthquake accelerations 

at zero period.
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Question 9-c

9.Please provide the following containment design information: 

c. With regard to Question 7 in the First Supplement, we can findn~o 
statement indicating that in computing design forces the vertical 
seismic motion will be assumed to act simultaneously with the 
horizontal excitation. It is obvious from recordings of earth
wuake motions that excitation does occur in all directions simul
taneously, and the design must reflect such loading conditions.  
A statement clarifying the intentions in this respect is requested.  

Answer 

The plant design will consider the simultaneous action of horizontal and 

vertical earthquake accelerations. The design earthquake accelerations at 

zero period are 0.1 g horizontally and 0.05 g vertically.



Question 9-d

9. Please provide the following containment design information: 

d. No statements are made in the PSAR or in the First Supplement 
regarding safe shutdown provisions under seismic loading. What 
is the design criterion in this regard? 

Answer 

All piping, components and supporting structures of the reactor and safety 

related systems are designed as Class I structures. The design criteria for 

the safe shutdown of the plant under seismic loading is that there will be 

no loss of function of such equipment in the event of a ground acceleration 

of 0.1.5 g acting in the horizontal direction simultaneously with an acceleration 

of 0.1 g acting in the vertical direction.  

In the particular case of the containment structure, the loss-of-function 

criterion can be expressed in terms of the required load capacity of the struc

tural elements. The structure will1 retain functional integrity as long as the 

response of the structure as a whole is in the elastic range and the liner plate 

does not yield. The maximum seismic load, E', under which the structure will 

satisfy these limits is determined by the following equation: 

C =0.95 D + 1.0 P + 1.0 (T + TL) + 1.0 E' 

where 

C = load capacity of member at elastic behavior limit 

D = dead load, including any hydrostatic effects 

P = load due to design basis pressure (47 psig) 

T =temperature gradient load associated with design basis accident 

TL = load due to exposed liner at temperature associated with design 
basis accident 

El = seismic load satisfying loss-of-function criterion 

The Indian Point Unit #2 containment will satisfy this relation for seismic 

loads at least equal to those corresponding to the response to 0.15 g horizontal, 

and 0.10 g vertical ground accelerations occurring simultaneously.



Question 9-e

9. Please provide the following containment design information: 

e. It is still not clear from Question 2 in the First Supplement and the 
discussion as to exactly what extent the containment liner participates 
in carrying loads. If it fastened firmly to the concrete shell with 
Nelson studs, the liner will necessarily participate in terms of 
transmitting loads or alternatively providing resistance.. More iLmpor
tantly perhaps is the question of use of Nelson studs with this 
material. What studies will be made or have been made to indicate that 
the zone of fastening between the stud and plate will remain uncracked 
and leak tight? There have been reported cases-of fatigue cracking 
and strength difficulties of studs in cases where cyclic loading (even 
only a few cycles) occurred. Will any special welding techniques, 
inspection, tests, or research be employed to help lend confidence to 
this design? In our opinion, special studies relating to these problems 
are desirable, and we would appreciate your comments in this regard.  

Answer 

As previously stated, the basic design concept utilizing stud anchorage of the 

liner plate to the concrete structure assures stud failure due to shear tension 

or bending stress without the stud connection causing failure or tear of the 

liner plate.  

The design basis for accommodating the above criterion is as follows: 

1. The studs will be of sufficient size, strength and arrangement to accommodate 

the load imposed by both operating and incident conditions.  

2. The stud size, material and weidment connection will be such that imposed 

stress from (1) above will cause a failure of the stud prior to causing a 

tear of the liner plate.  

3. The design considers the possibility of daily stress reversals due to ambient 

temperature changes for the life of the plant, and fatigue limit of the studs 

will exceed the design requirements. However, to accommodate possible 

fatigue failure in the plate-to-stud weldment, the depth of penetration to 

the liner plate will be controlled to avoid impairment of liner integrity.
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INDIAN POINT UNIT NO. 2 ROD EJECTION ANALYSIS

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Reactivity accidents are of particular interest in the safeguards analysis 

of a nuclear plant. Reactivity variations in a pressurized water chemical 

shim plant are performed by adjustments in dissolved boron, a neutron 

absorber, in the coolant and by the positioning of solid absorbers in the 

form of rod cluster control rods using magnetic latch type rod drive 

mechanisms. These means for reactivity adjustments are relatively slow 

with respect to potential nuclear excursions. The most severe reactivity 

accident considered for a pressurized water plant has therefore become the 

control rod ejection accident, a hypothetical accident whichaoffers the 

potential for a rapid insertion of positive reactivity together with an 

adverse core power distribution. In order for this accident to occur, a 

rupture of the control rod mechanism housing must be postulated creating 

a full system pressure differential acting on the drive shaft. The resultant 

power excursion is limited by the Doppler reactivity effect of the increased.  

fuel temperature and terminated by reactor trip actuated by high nuclear 

power signals. Early in core life the latest generation of Westinghouse 

designed PWR's (including Indian Point 2) will exhibit a positive moderator 

coefficient of reactivity which offers a potential additional source of 

positive reactivity in the course of the transient.  

The operation of a chemical shim plant is such that the severity of an 

ejection accident is inherently limited. Since control rod clusters are 

used to control load variations only and core depletion is followed with 

boron dilution, there are only a few rods (and these rods are only partially 

inserted) in the core at full power. By utilizing the flexibility in the 

selection of control rod cluster groupings, radial locations and position 

as a function of load, the final design will limit the maximum fuel temperature 

for the highest worth ejected rod to a value which will preclude any 

consequential damage to the primary system, i.e. gross fuel dispersion 

in the coolant sufficient to create an unacceptable pressure surge.
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The purpose of this report is to describe the models used, the basis for 

the significant input parameters, and their influence on the results.  

The expected worst cases for zero power and full power are presented in 

detail for the Indian Point Unit No. 2 as well as an extreme upper limit 

transient. The criterion for energy release to the coolant as well as 

the relationship between energy release and the criterion used for breaching 

the primary system is also discussed.  

The results show that even for extreme cases the transient can be tolerated 

without further consequential damage to the primary system. These extreme 

cases are well beyond any which have been determined for the final designs 

for the San Onofre Plant or Connecticut Yankee Plant.
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The calculation of the transient is performed in two stages; first an 

average, core calculation and then a hot region (adiabatic) calculation.  

The average core is analyzed to determine the average power generation 

with time including the various total core feedback effects, i.e.  

Doppler reactivity and moderator density reactivity. Spatial effects 

are incorporated by means of appropriate weighting factors to relate 

these to the average core, For this study the enthalpy or temperature 

transients are then determined for the hotter regions of the core by 

adding a multiple of the average energy generation adiabatically to the 

hotter rods, iLe. without credit for heat transfer from the surface of 

the rod. The asymptotic power distribution for the ejected rod pattern 

is assumed to persist throughout the transient,, The maximum tempera

tures reached in the hotter regions of the core then are used to 

determine the extent of fuel melting and -vaporization, if any, and an 

appropriate calculation of the maximum reactor coolant system pressure 

is determined. A description of each calculation follows, including 

temporal behavior of significant variables for the base cases con

sidered.  

2.1 Average Core 

The nuclear power transients are calculated using the CHIC I-KIN code 

developed by the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory for similar analyses 

(J. A. Redfield, "CHIC-KIN -- A Fortran Program for Intermediate and 

Fast Transients in a Water Moderated Reactor," WAPD-TM-479, January, 

1965). This code solves the point kinetics equations, with feedback 

from an axially segmented fuel element. Both local and bulk boiling 

voids are accounted for, providing a conservative extreme for the 

positive void reactivity insertion. CHIC-KIN results have been com

pared with SPERT results for two dissimilar cores over a wide range of 

periods with good agreement sufficient to establish the program as a 

useful tool for prediction of reactor excursions,
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For this study, six delayed neutron groups were used and the fuel rod 

was divided into eight radial increments, with a ninth increment for the 

clad. Five axial segments were also employed. The calculation is 

essentially a single channel analysis representing the core average 

conditions. Fuel to coolant heat transfer parameters were selected 

conservatively high to accelerate the addition of heat to the coolant 

which is pessimistic in two ways. First the maximum fuel temperature 

tends to be lower, thus reducing the initial terminating mechanism of 

Doppler and second, the moderator density reduction tends to be greater 

prior to the reactor trip, thus realizing the greatest positive 

reactivity insertion before trip.. A constant high value of fuel con

ductivity was used for all fuel regions throughout the transient. The 

fuel-to-clad gap conductance was also taken as a constant high value 

during the transient. The fuel specific heat, of significance in 

relating energy addition to the Doppler cutback, a temperature effect, 

was also assumed a constant high value for all fuel regions. No 

credit is taken for any coolant pressure increase in reducing moderator 

density reactivity effects. These various input parameters are dis

cussed quantitatively in Section 2.3, 

Prompt heat generation directly in the coolant is assumed to be 2.6 

percent of the nuclear power generation, Heat generation in the fuel 

pelle t is assumed to occur non-uniformly radially with a slight 

reduction in the center due to self-shielding effects.  

2.2 Hot Region 

The calculation of the maximum enthalpies reached in the hotter regions 

of the core is simplified by making the conservative assumption that 

no heat transfer occurs from the hotter rods until the time at which 

the peak fuel temperatures are reached for the average core calculation, 

The power distribution associated with the ejected rod pattern is used 

to determine a temperature profile for the hotter rods over the core 

inventory. The average core energy addition calculated as described 

in Section 2.1 is multiplied by the appropriate hot channel factors.



The maximum enthalpies are calculated on the basis of heating the fuel 

alone without credit for cladding heat capacity and are also calculated 

including the cladding capacity for comparison. Determining the true 

influence of the cladding capacity requires a transient analysis of the 

heat transfer from the rod which was not performed using the adiabatic 

approach.  

The volume of fuel which is fully melted and the volume, if any, which 

is vaporized is determined by a convolution of the axial and radial 

power distribution with the ejected rod. The energy levels for melt ing 

and vaporization are given in Table 2.2.1. Detailed fuel rod census 

calculations are not available for the Indian Point 2 Plant at this 

stage of design, The results obtained for the San Onofre Plant were 

used in this analysis as representative of the expected results for 

Indian Point.
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TABLE 2.2.1 

UO PROPERTIES 
-2

Solid at Room Temperature 

Solid at Melting Temperature 

Liquid at Melting Temperature 

Liquid at Vaporization Temperature 

Vapor atVaporization Temperature

Enthalpy 
Btu/lb 

0 

444 

563 

653 

1373

Cal/gm 

0 

247 

313 

363 

763

Reference 

2 

2

References 

1. Conway and Hein, Journal of Nuclear Materials, (15.l), 1965.  

2. R. J. Ackerman, "The High Temperature, High-Vacuum Vaporization and 
Thermodynamic Properties of Uranium Dioxide," ANL-5485, September 1955.
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2.3. Physical Parameters and Importance

The most important physical parameters which are input to the analysis are 

discussed in this section. The basis for the values used and the sensitivity 

of the results to these parameters are also presented. The standard values 

are listed in Table 2.3.1.  

2.3.1 Control Rod Ejection Time 

Ejected rod reactivity is inserted linearly over 0.10 seconds in all 

cases. Actual ejection time, based on the maximum pressure differential, 

weight of control rod and drive shaft, with no drag, would be about 0.15 

to 0.20 seconds from full insertion decreasing to about 0.10 seconds from 

the 55% withdrawn position. Variations in ejected rod times over this 

range have essentially no influence on the total energy released as 

shown in figure 2.3.1-1 for the extreme ejected rod worth cases for both 

zero power and full power.  

2.3.2 Reactor Trip Delay and Reactivity Insertion Rate 

Trip ro'd reactivity insertion rates used are different for the zero 

ndfull power cases. A smaller available trip reactivity (2.5%) is 

assumed for zero power since the control group would already be inserted 

*while a higher value (4%) is used at full power where a significant 

*portion of the control group is available for trip. This reactivity 

is inserted linea rly and the rate of insertion is dependent on the total 

*worth. Figure 2.3.2-1 illustrates, however, that the maximum energy 

releasEe;-pqver the short time period is relatively unaffected even if the 

*trip reactivity rate is reduced by a factor of almost two for cases 1 

through 4.  

The time to initiate reactor trip includes approximately 0.5 seconds for 

instrumentation delays, a conservative value., and an additional 0.5 

seconds to account for rod travel in a relatively low-worth region. The 

total insertion is achieved approximately 1 second lat er which accounts 

for the rod drop time through the core. The results are more sensitive 

to trip delay than to trip reactivity insertion rate since the critical
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TABLE 2.3.1

STANDARD PARAMETER VALUES USED IN ANALYSIS

Rod ejection time 

Trip reactivity 

Trip delay 

Doppler weighting 

Pressure 

Core water inlet temperature 

Gap conductance 

Fuel conductivity 

Fuel specific heat 

Delayed neutron fraction 

Neutron lifetime

0.1 second 

2.5% 6k at zero power 

4.0% 6k at full power 

100 second 

1.6 

2225 psia (constant) 

540*F at no load 

547'F at full load 

2000 Btu/hr ft2 0F 

2.65 Btu/hr ft OF 

0.078 Btu/lb 

0,0061 

16 pseconds
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effect is to limit the peak fuel temperatures by initiating a reduction 

in reactor power. Figure 2.3.2-1 shows the sensitivity of the total 

energy released to total trip delay. For the cases with large eje cted 

rod worths the entire potential moderator insertion is realized and a delay 

in trip has a small effect on energy addition at the peak. For the lower 

rod insertion cases, however, the results are more sensitive since a 

greater fraction of the potential moderator insertion is added for a 

delayed trip thus increased the energy addition.  

2.3.3 Delayed Neutron Fraction and Neutron Lifetime 

1/ 
Delayed neutron fractions are determined by averaging Keepin's data 

by the fraction of fission in the various fissionable materials. The 

computed value at beginning of life is 0.73%. The delayed neutron 

importance of 0.975 is factored in to this value.  

The prompt neutron lifetime is determined by the computed reactivity 

effect of a 1/v absorber. The removal of boric acid roughly compensates 

the growth of fission products so that the lifetime remains within the 

range of 16 to 18 p~ sec.  

A delayed neutron fraction of 0.61% was used for this analysis com

pared to the calculated 0.73%. A neutron lifetime of 16 j sec was 

used. Figure 2.3.3-1 shows the relative insensitivity of the total 

energy release to these parameters. Again the more sensitive cases 

for variations in are the low reactivity insertion cases where a 

greater fraction of the moderator reactivity insertion is added for 

the lower value for 

-G. R. Keepin, et. al., "Delayed Neutrons from Fissionable Isotopes of Uranium, 
Plutonium and Thorium," Phy. Rev., 107, No. 4, 1044 (1957).
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2.3.4 Initial Pressure and Core Inlet Temperature

The reactor coolant pressure and core inlet temperature are mainly 

significant with respect to their effect on the amount of reactivity 

inserted by the positive moderator. For all cases, a constant pressure 

of 2225 psia was assumed, a lower limit for normal operation. No -credit was 

taken for increasing pressure during the transient, The influence of 

this pressure on the energy increase is shown in figure 2.3.1-1. There 

is no influence for the zero power case with an ejected rod worth of 

1.5% because the power burst is sufficient to cause boiling and 

realize all the potential 1.5% moderator insertion independent of the 

pressure. The zero power case with an ejected rod worth of 0,8% is 

likewise unaffected but in this case because the power burst is not 

great enough to cause significant boiling at any of the pressures shown 

and the positive moderator insertion is temperature dependent only.  

The full power case with an ejected rod worth of 1.0% indicates a slight 

reduction in energy at the lower pressure because there is sufficient 

boiling to overshoot the positive reactivity insertion curve to yield 

sufficient negative reactivity during the transient to be seen in the 

integrated energy. The lower rod insertion case (0,5%) at full power 

is distinctly different from the others in that there is a significant 

increase in energy at lower pressures. The margin to boiling is reduced 

at full power compared to zero power because of the coolant temperature 

rise in the core, The lower pressure case results in a more significant 

part of the core going into boiling after the power burst thus adding 

more positive reactivity for a greater energy increase.  

The effect of inlet temperature is similar to pressure. A lower inlet 

temperature increases the margin to boiling thus reducing the rate of 

positive moderator insertion. This is offset, however, by a greater 

potential positive moderator insertion since the initial critical 

condition is assumed at a higher density, thus yielding a greater 

increase in reactivity to the peak value at the lower density0 Figure 

2.3.4-1 shows the effect of inlet temperature0 For the zero power cases

- 10 -
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the initial subcooling is more important and the greater moderator 

insertion occurs from earlier boiling during the transient. In fact, 

for the higher ejected rod case at the lower inlet temperature, only 

0.8% 6k is inserted by the moderator. This is also true for the lower 

ejected rod worth case at full power.. However, for the higher ejected 

rod worth at full power, essentially all the positive insertion is 

realized in both cases because the coolant is less subcooled, and this 

potential insertion is greater at the lower temperature. The higher 

potential reactivity insertion for the lower inlet temperature is 

therefore the dominant effect on energy increase. For the zero power 

cases an inlet temperature of 540'F was used and at full power an inlet 

temperature of 547'F. The inlet temperature is inherently set by the 

coolant average temperature programmer for the control system, as a 

function of load.  

2.3.5 Fuel Thermal Parameters 

For the fuel-to-clad gap heat transfer coefficient, a value of 

2000 Btu/hr-ft 2_ F was used in the nuclear transient calculations. This 

parameter actually would vary with time and position in the reactor, as 

varying temperatures change the gap conditions, Figure 2.3.5-1 shows 

the estimated value for h gap' based on the gap spacing or contact 

pressure, as a function of the effective fuel temperature. This curve 

was based on a constant clad temperature and gap air temperature, and 

calculated using the expansion of U0 2 at the given effective tempera

ture. This effective temperature would be approximately equal to the 

average pellet temperature for the rod ejection cases from zero power, 

in which the fuel radial temperature profile is relatively uniform.  

For the full power cases, the effective pellet temperature would be 

somewhat higher than the pellet average, due to the non-linearity 'of 

the U0 2 expansion versus temperature curve. A more realistic 

evaluation of heat transfer during the transient might be obtained by 

integrating over the core volume using the local fuel temperatures at 

each point in time, but in the cases where energy rise is sensitive to.  

gap conductance, the value used is conservatively high. The calculated
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gap coefficient appropriate to the average pellet temperature provides 

one basis for comparison with the assumed value. Using the transient 

temperature plots in Section 4, it can be seen that this coefficient 

is--always lower than the assumed value, even in the most extreme cases 

studied, and is far lower for the lower rod insertion cases.  

The dependence of the results on the value of gap coefficient assumed 

is shown in Figure 2.3,5-2. For the cases with low ejected rod worth, 

a decrease in h gpdecreases the moderator density change, and thus 

decreases the energy generated. The degree depends on the initial 

moderator density, thus heat added to the moderator is worth more if 

the water is hotter. There is little question of h gpever being 

greater for the lower rod insertion cases. For the, large insertion 

cases ., the assumed h gpof 2000 is high enough that all of the 

potential moderator reactivity is realized. Because of this fact the 

energy generated is significantly affected only by a sharp reduction 

in h gp, not by an increase in h ga 

The fuel conductivity used is 2.65 Btu/hr-ft 2which is a maximum value 
over the temperature range of interest, as can be seen from 

Figure 2.3.5-3. The effect of the conductivity on the results is 

similar to that of the gap conductance, although to a lesser degree, 

as i:T shown in Figure 2.3,.5-2. The effect of conductivity is even 

smaller when the gap conductance is low, since the later restricts 

heat transfer from the fuel surface. For the high insertion cases 

with high gap coefficient, a reduction in conductivity slightly reduces 

the resultant energy, by reducing the amount of void formed in the 

core in the second one-half second of the transient, thus reducing 

the shutdown from overshoot on the moderator reactivity curve.  

The fuel heat capacity was held constant in the study, at 0.078 Btu/lb-OF.  
0 
To compensate for the variation of specific heat with temperature, shown 

in Figure 2.3.5-3, the physics-calculated function of Doppler reactivity
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as a function of core effective temperature was modified to give a 

true feedback as a function of stored energy in the fuel. Although 

no variation of cp was studied, the primary effect of a change in this 

effective constant value would be similar to an inversely proportional 

change in the Doppler weighting function.
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W 2.3.6 Doppler Coefficient of Reactivity 

The basis of the nuclear design calculations / is the experimental data 

taken by E. Hellstrandl/. Figure 2.3.6-1 illustrates the successful 

correlation of Hellstrand's results for metal as well as oxide rods.  

It should be noted that the points in Figure 2.3.6-1 are not experimental 

but, calculated results from the fitted equations provided by Hellstrand.  

Figure 2.3.6.2 presents the fractional change in the effective resonances 

integral from its value at absolute zero as the temperature is increased.  

Results are plotted against the square root of the absolute temperature 

in degrees Kelvin. The solid lines represent the results of design 

calculations whereas the points are the results of Monte Carlo calcu
3/ 

lations- . The points are the ratio of ln p(T) divided by ln p(O) where 

p(T) is the computed resonance escape probability at temperature T and 

p(O) is the value at T equal to zero. For the purpose of reference the 

range over which experimental data is available has been indicated as 

well as the points at which melting and vaporization take place.  

The Monte Carlo calculations are based upon a theory of motion for the 

absorber assuming it to be in the form of a gas. No molecular binding 

is considered. The agreement between Monte Carlo results and the design 

calculations in the experimental range (merely a restatement of experi

mental results) suggests that the Debye temperature is sufficiently low 

that the gas model is adequate. On this basis results extrapolated by 

Monte Carlo calculations can be expected to be accurate up to and beyond 

the point of phase change since the binding effects in the crystaline 

form are unimportant. In the utilization of these results caution must 

be employed to recognize the loss of sensible heat through a phase change.  

I/L. E. Strawbridge and R. F. Barry, "Criticality Calculations for Uniform Water 
Moderated Lattices," Nuclear Science and Engineering, 23, 58-73 (1960).  

I/E. Hellstrand, P. Blomberg, and S. Homer, "The Temperature Coefficient of the 

Resonance Integral for Uranium Metal and Oxide," Nuclear Science and Engineering, 
8, 496-506 (1960).  

3/ W. H. Arnold, Jr. and R. A. Dannels, "A Monte Carlo Study of the Doppler Effect in 
UO2 Fuel," WCAP-1572, (1960).
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From Figure 2.3.6-2 it can be seen that the resonance integral increases 

more rapidly than the function 'V-which is employed in the fitting of 

Hellstrand's data. A small degree of conservatism is exhibited in the 

design calculations as a result of this effect.  

Although the above information indicates that the proper microscopic 

parameters are being employed, there are many other factors involved 

in the evaluation of the termination of a reactivity accident and a 

comparison of the results of experimental transient with design calcu

lations is highly desirable. The short period SPERT tests provide an 
4/ 

opportunity for such a comparison. The results presented by A. H. Spano-

can be employed to provide an efficient means for evaluating the accuracy 

of the nuclear design calculations. With reference to equations 11 and 26 

and Figure 9 of Spano's article, it can be concluded that 

(Ko-K) ol -Vln P 

effo ( - eff 

must equal 2.08 to agree with the measured results where 

K = neutron multiplication 

T = absolute temperature (OK) 

Peff = effective delay neutron fraction 

RI - RI / = 0 Doppler Coefficient 

RI ( -To) 

p = resonance escape probability 

subscript o indicates initial value.  

4 A. H. Spano, "Analysis of Doppler - Limited Power Excursions in a Water Moderated 
Oxide Core," Nuclear Science and Engineering, 19, 172-186 (1964).
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In this article, Spano contends that (1) Hellstrand's data is optimistic 

(b = 2.50) and (2) THE Arnold-Dannels data is slower than Hellstrand 

and nearly correct. It should be noted that (1) it is Hellstrand's 

data in combination with a calculational procedure that is optimistic 

and (2) the Arnold-Dannels data- is above the Hellstrand data as 

illustrated in Figure 2.3.6-2.  

The characteristics of the SPERT oxide core have been computed by standard 
l/ 

design calculations- . The results are presented in Table I along with 

values employed by Spano. Clearly, the difference between the two sets 

of results lies in the approach to calculating 
K -K 

K '[T-- V ) 

o 0 

once the Doppler coefficient, /, is determined. Spano's approximation 

(-7'ln pO) is based upon an infinite lattice calculation of p0 in which 

the extra water from water slots is added to the lattice. This is the 

major cause of the difference in the infinite lattice values of ln po.  

Spano then corrects this result for an assumed increase in resonance escape 

in the outer row of fuel rods.  

The Westinghouse design calculation is based upon a combination of 

X - Y and R - Z multiregion calculations in which reflectors and water 

slots are represented explicitly. Infinite lattice results, which do 

not include extra water, are employed to obtain multigroup cross sections 

for these calculations. The rate of change of neutron multiplication 

versus the square root of temperature is found directly from the multi

region results. The finite core value of p0 was found on the basis of 

flux edits in the multiregion calculations by means of the relationship 

(fast fast dV 

p th 0th dV 
JA dfuel 

By means of this study it is concluded that the apparent discrepancy 

between SPERT results and Hellstrand's data is the result of an inadequate 

estimation of core size effects on resonance absorption.
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TABLE I 

Nuclear Characteristics of SPERT Oxide Core

Factors 

RI - RI 
0 i. Y=RI (T-T 

0 0

Spano 

72.7 x 10
- 4 (0C)-

1 /2

Westinghouse 
Design Calculations 

75.3 x 10 - 4 (C)- 1/2

2. -ln p

(A) infinite lattice 

(B) finite core

K -K 
K ( T - To )

eff

5. b

1.08 x 10
- 3 (C) -1/2* 

0.0074 

2.50

0.93 x 10
- 3 (oC)-i/2* 

0.00752 

2.11

* approximated by y in Spano's article.  
** equal to 1.01 x 1 0- 3 (C)-1/2 

1 03 if y ln p approximation is used.

0.152 

0.148

0.189 

0.134



It is concluded that data from SPERT confirms the validity of the nuclear 

design calculations.  

The-Doppler coefficient of reactivity used in the analysis is shown in 

Figure 2.3.6-3.
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2'.3.7 Statistical Weight for Doppler Feedback 

It is well-known that the Doppler terminating effect follows the IT 
law, (absolute temperature) 1/, in well-moderated reactor cores (see 

Section 2.3.6). The question of effective weighting of the pointwise 

value to account for variation with power level, when single point 

transient calculations are employed, will be discussed in this section.  

The over simplified 0 weighting approach can be employed to determine 

rough functional dependences to form a reference for more exact multi

group, multidimensional calculations.  

A set of hand calculations was performed for a sphere, a finite cylinder, 

and a cube to determine a relationship between the maximum-to-average 

power density ratio and the appropriate statistical weight. In these 

calculations the cosine, Bessel function (J ), and sine u over u functions, 
320 

all were approximated roughtly by 1 - X to simplify the computation.  

As a function of the extrapolation distance, the maximum-to-average power 

density ratio and the appropriate statistical weights were computed for 

a reactivity effect liner in the flux as well as dependent on the square 

root of the flux. The results are plotted in Figure 2.3.7-1 as the solid 

lines. The finite cylinder plot is the combination of slab and cylinder 

calculations and the cube plot is the combination of slab calculations.  

With the simplified results as a reference, two multidimensional calcu

lations are plotted as individual points. These points are not specific 

Indian Point calculations. A dashed line is directed through these points 

to indicate the expected variation in statistical weight. These results 

are not inconsistent with an experimental value of statistical weight 

determined from measured power coefficients-l which was found to be about 

1.57.  

The multidimensional calculations have the core broken into small regions 

in which the multigroup constants are adjusted according to the average 

fuel temperature in the region on an iterative basis. The calculated 

.1/w, T. Sh a, "An Experimental Evaluation of the Power Coefficient in Slightly Enriched 
PWR Cores," WCAP-3269-40 (1965).
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reactivity effect of a temperature change with non-uniform distribution 

is then compared with a calculation for a change with uniform distribution.  

The ratio of these two values is the statistical weight plotted in Figure 

2.3.7-1.  

Rather than employ values of statistical weight from the dashed curve 

as a function of hot channel factors, a constant value of 1.6 has been 

employed. There are several reasons for this approach.  

1) There are not yet sufficient points to define accurately the variation 

of statistical weight with the maximum-to-average power density ratio.  

2) A conservatism of about 5 per cent is necessary due to power re

distribution following the power rise which is not included in the 

analysis (see Section 2.3.11).  

3) In the most severe transients, portions of the core ('- 10%) suffer a 

partial melting. As a result, there is an apparent reduction in 

Doppler effect, as indicated in Section 2.3.6, through the loss of 

sensible heat. This may be accounted for by a reduction in the 

statistical weight which is employed. A rough idea of the magnitude 

may be obtained from the simple equations used to obtain the solid 

line in Figure 2.3.7-1. The worst possible reduction in Doppler 

feedback can be found by selecting a region about the peak power and 

assuming that the temperature inside this region does not rise above 

the value on the surface of the region. The reduction in statistical 

weight (R sw) can be found by 

0f 63 dV _-R1 0 3 dV + (R/2) Jp/20 dV 
RSW fR ~3d 

Note that the ratio was computed for the linear rather than square 

root dependence which is expected to exaggerate the effect. Spherical 

geometry was employed and a 12.5% volume fraction was selected. The 

value of R SW is found to be about 0.9 which suggests that roughly 10% 

Doppler feedback is lost if 10% of the core is melted.
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It is concluded that adequate margin has been employed to assure 

a conservative analysis.  

Figure 2.3.7-2 illustrates the sensitivity of the integrated energy release 

to the Doppler weighting. The energy release is essentially inversely 

proportional to the weighting factor for higher values when no significant 

positive moderator insertion occurs. As the weighting factor is reduced 

the higher initial power burst results in increased moderator insertion 

and the integrated energy release becomes more sensitive. This behavior 

is not as apparent for the higher ejected rod cases both at zero and full 

power since essentially all the potential moderator reactivity is added.
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2.3.8 Elected Rod for Indian Point Unit #2

A preliminary core fuel loading has been specified. A power control group 

worth 3.2% has been selected and is illustrated in Figure 2.3.8-1. The 

X - Y hot channel factor with this group inserted is computed to be 1.42 

and is 1.32 with the group withdrawn. These values are acceptable for 

design requirements. Two ejected rod calculations were performed for this 

pattern. The ejected rod for each case is shown in Figures 2.3.8-2 and 

2.3.8-3. The worth of the ejected control rod is 0.29% and 0.52% for the 

ejected outer rod. The X - Y hot channel factors are 2.26 and 4.42, 

respectively.  

Because of the possibility of xenon induced instabilities, an auxiliary 

calculation was performed to determine if xenon redistribution could affect 

the worth of an ejected control rod. This was done by performing a cal

culation in which the boron concentration in the region of the ejected rod 

was reduced by 1% in worth with a compensating increase in the adjacent 

portions of the core to maintain criticality. The value-of 1% was chosen 

on the basis of an uncontrolled divergent oscillation. This represented 

the result of a power redistribution which could not be tolerated during 

operation. The resulting increase in the ejected rod worth is 0.08% with 

an increase of 15% in the X - Y hot channel factor.  

Figure 2.3.8-4 presents a summary of ejected rod worths and hot channel 

factors for various reactor cores under design by Westinghouse. The worths 

and hot channel factors are based upon a fully inserted power control group.  

The worst calculated point for Indian Point Unit #2 is indicated along 

with the correction due to xenon redistribution. The dashed line has been 

employed in all sensitivity studies. The dashed line does not include 

all points and, in fact, does not include the calculation for Indian Point 

with the assumed xenon redistribution. The line has been drawn in this 

fashion because past experience has demonstrated that rod programming and 

insertion limits can be used to avoid the extreme cases. In assessing the 

conservatism of the dashed line, it should be recalled that the consequence 

of an ejected rod in terms of fuel temperature rise is a function of both
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the peak-to-average power density ratio and the reactivity insertion.  

For example, in comparing the 1.5% case discussed in Section 4.1 with the 

computed worth of 0.6%, there is a factor of conservatism of 1.5/0.6 =2.5 

in the insertion and an additional factor of conservatism of 13/7.4 =1.7 in 

the hot channel factor.  

The calculations presented are for the zero power condition with'the 

power group fully inserted. At full power with the rods nearly withdrawn 

the inserted worth is much lower and the hot channel factor is also 

substantially reduced. Since no calculations are available for the full 

power case, the dashed line developed from zero power calculations was 

employed in the full power calculations as well. This, of course, represents 

substantial conservatism.  

If xenon instabilities are to be controlled by control rod insertion, 

it is clear that control insertion at full power will be greater than 

is normally true. Present indications are that the xenon control rods 

will not be the limiting case. However, there is no definitive proof 

of this point. It is reasonable to assume that full power calculations with 

reactivity insertions and hot channel factors nearly equal to the zero 

power case provide an upper bound since the zero power case has roughly 

three to five times the reactivity required to control xenon.  

The programmed or allowable group position versus load is continuously 

calculate d by a control group insertion limit monitor from a signal from 

the reactor coolant AT (T hot leg ' Tcold leg )which is proportional to 

load. An alarm is sounded if the actual group position as monitored by a 

s tep counter exceeds this allowable insertion limit at which time the 

operator performs a normal boration to cause the rods to withdraw. Should 

continued insertion occur a second, lower, alarm would be sounded at which 

time emergency action is taken to borate the system and cause the rods to 

withdraw.
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2.3.9 Reactivity Effects Resulting from Moderator Density

The potential reactivity insertion due to temperature rise in the moderator 

with boric acid shim has been computed for two basic cases. A zero power 

calculation was performed on the basis of an ejected rod power distribution 

with the initial temperature at the zero power value. A full power calcu

lation was performed on the basis of a rods-out power distribution with 

the initial temperature at the higher full power overage yalue. Both cases 

assumed 2000 ppm boron even though a computed 1800 ppm is required. This 

provides about 15% margin in reactivity insertion.  

The isothermal reactivity insertion is found to be 1.55% from zero power, 

and 1.14% from full power, the difference being the result of the varying 

average temperature with power level.  

i1/ 
As might be expected from previous calculations- , the ejected rod pattern 

will actually reduce the potential insertion below the isothermal value.  

This is due to the effect of control rods on the coefficient-I / and the 

resultant distorted power distribution. The calculated value of potential 

reactivity insertion is 1.18% for the non-uniform moderator insertion at 

zero power.  

At full power the isothermal reactivity insertion is lower by 0.41%; 

however, with all control rods removed from the core, the non-uniform 

temperature rise results in an increased potential insertion, the computed 

value being 1.46%.  

The computational model for reactivity insertion from a positive moderator 

coefficient is described in detail in WCAP-2858"/  In review the core is 

broken into two regions - roughly concentric about the power peak. The 

outer one is maintained at the core average temperature while the inner 

one1- s varied in temperature or void fraction at saturation. The fraction 

of;._he core contained by the inner region is also varied. A search over 

-R. J. French, J. S. Moore, and R. A. Wiesemann; "Reactivity Coefficients in Westinghouse 
Pressurized Water Reactors", WCAP-2858 (1965), which was included as Appendix B of 
rthe Preliminary Safety Analysis Report.
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size and coolant conditions for the worst combination provides the 

reactivity insertions quoted above for the non-uniform temperature rise.  

The reason for this artificial calculation is that the time scale for 

heat addition to the moderator is short relative to the coolant transit 

time. Steady state thermal calculations are not valid. The assumption 

of no coolant flow (stagnant water) is conservative because poison is 

removed from the most important regions of the core while leakage is 

increased in the least important regions of the core. Thus, an insertion 

of heat proportional to power density for axial variations as well as 

radial dependence is justified.  

The artificial two region calculation described above has been compared 

with a case in which the heat content of the water has been varied 

proportional to the power. This was accomplished in a one-dimensional 

calculation which was not specifically for Indian Point Unit #2. As 

might be expected, the two region calculation is conservative in yielding 

high insertion values. This, of course, results because the statistical 
.weight of poison removal is exaggerated and the statistical weight on 

the increased leakage is depressed.  

Figures 2.3.9-1 and 2.3.9-2 show the moderator density-reactivity relationships 

used in this sensitivity study for the zero power and full power cases 

respectively.
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2.3.10 The Adiabatic Approximation

The space-time model which is employed in the transient analysis of the 

rod ejection accident is the so-called adiabatic approximation. This 

method assumes that at every instant during the transient the flux shape 

can be obtained by static calculations. These static calculations are 

standard design calculations in which a regnerating flux distribution is 

determined and a search is performed for an arbitrary X which, when 

divided into v Z f, causes the calculation to be just critical. This X 

is called the static neutron multiplication factor-. The adiabatic approxi

mation will be shown to be conservative, and the method employed in rod 

ejection analyses will be shown to be a simplified form of this approximation.  

The discussion of the adiabatic model is taken from Yasinsky and Henry-l 

where this approximation was compared to a more exact calculation. The 

more exact calculation was performed with WIGLE /, a two-energy group 

space time diffusion theory code in which all coefficients (diffusion 

constants, cross sections, etc.) can be varied linearly with time. With 

* this method the flux shape and resulting reactivity can be calculated 

throughout the transient. The adiabatic approximation, however, employs 

flux shapes from static calculations performed at various times during 

the transient. In a prompt excursion, the adiabatic approximation assumes 

the asymptotic perturbed flux instantly and, therefore, the amount of 

tilting immediately after the excursion is exaggerated. With this 

exaggerated flux tilt providing a higher statistical weighting in the 

region of reactivity insertion, the resulting reactivity predicted by 

the adiabatic approximation exceeds that predicted by the exact results.  

At any later time during the terminating reactivity insertion following 

a prompt positive insertion, the flux predicted by the adiabatic approxi

mation will always lead the exact flux (be less peaked) as the flux moves 

away from the region of negative insertion. This results in a reduced 

statistical weighting for the region of negative reactivity insertion.  

JB. Yasinsky and A.F. Henry, "Some Numerical Experiments Concerning Space-Time 

Reactor Kinetics Behavior," Nucl. Sci. Eng., 22, 171-181.(1965).  

WR. Cadwell, A. F. Henry and A. J. Vigilotti, "WIGLE - A Program for the Solution 

of the Two-Group Space-Time Diffusion Equations in Slab Geometry," WAPD-TM-416 (1964).
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Yasinsky and Henry have showed some numerical examples of this comparison 

for two different slab cores, a small tightly coupled core (60 cm thick) 

and a large loosely coupled core (240 cm thick). Each of these cores 

was subjected to a prompt critical transient consisting of a step increase 

in Ef in one quarter of each core, followed by a decreasing ramp of the 

same parameter for 0.01 seconds. The maximum and minimum values of 

reactivity during the transient were about + 2%. The results of these 

calculations are shown in Figures 2.3.101J through 2.3.10-3 Figure 

2.3.101J shows reactivity, p , as a function of time for the two cores.  

It can be seen that in the adiabatic approximation the value of at time 

zero exceeds the exact result because the flux tilting at time 0 + is 

The exact result as predicted by WIGLE shows the expected delay in the 

increase of p because of the lag in flux tilting due to the finite neutron 

lifetime and delayed neutrons. Figures 2.3.10-2 and 2.3.10-3 show the 

resulting time-dependent amplitude, T, as a function of time for the 

two cores. The fact that the adiabatic approximation over-estimates the 

amplitude of the excursion is consistent with the corresponding reactivity 

behavior of Figure 2.3.10-1.  

-The model employed in the rod ejection analysis is a form of the adiabatic 

approximation. Here the static calculation for the initial flux tilt 

is assumed to hold throughout the transient. The corresponding value 

of p exceeds the exact value because the flux tilting is exaggerated 

initially as in Figure 2.3.10-1. However, since a new static calculation 

is not performed at any later time in the transient, the feedback effects 

of the Doppler are applied to a flux that is over tilted, and therefore, 

this feedback is over-estimated. This over-estimate of peaking has been 

calculated to be no more than five per cent. In order to assure that the 

model used in rod ejection analysis is always conservative, the statistical 

weighting factor for the Doppler effect is reduced by at least five percent 

when employed with the single static calculation which has the over-corrected 

Doppler feedback (see Section 2.3.7).
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The method for providing for positive reactivity insertion is discussed 

separately under Section 2.3.9. The consequences of this insertion on 

power distribution are also discussed in that section.
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3.0 -CRITERION FOR ENERGY RELEASE

3.1 Criterion for Expulsion of UO 2into Coolant 

An important factor in determining the consequences of an ejected rod 

is the mechanism for heat transfer between fuel and coolant. As long 

as the fuel-clad configuration remains intact, the heat transfer 

process is rate limited by a low surface to volume ratio. However, if 

the fuel-clad configuration is violently disrupted, i.e. dispersal of 

molten fuel and clad into the coolant, then the rate of heat transfer 

is significantly increased and, in addition, energy is generated by a 

metal-to-water reaction, 

In order to incorporate this significant increase in heat transfer 

rate in ithe analysis, a criterion for the threshold of violent fuel 

failure must be established. The complexity of the physical phenomenon 

involved weakens any theoretical approach to this problem since at 

best the results would be subject to considerable speculation. For 

this reason several sources of transient data were examined and the 

failure criterion established from results of these tests.  

In one case, a vibratory compacted, swaged U0 2 fuel rod was operated 

for 15 hours at full power with 'central melting in the oxide and with 

a longitudinal clad rupture approximately 1.5 inches long and 0.37 

inches wide at the maximum failure point. ()Even though the fuel 

contained powdered'oxide close to the fuel-clad boundary, only 10% of 

the U0 2 was removed from the region of the split after 15 hours at full 

power. In the reference cited, the failure was termed "unpremeditated" 

and was not associated with the fact that the fuel was operating with 

molten U0 2.  

()Millhollen, M. K., Horn, G. R. and Bates, J. L., "Erosion Resistance of 

Swayed UO 2Following an In-Reactor Fuel Rod Cladding Failure," Report 

11W 70315, June 1961, Hanford Lab.
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Several tests with molten UO2 operation have also been run in a joint 

AEC/Euratom sponsored program0
(I ) In the course of this work, three 

instances of clad failures have occurred, two of which can apparently 

be ascribed to fuel swelling while following a programmed startup. The 

third failure is questionable since it occurred away from the region of 

peak heat flux and was therefore more probably caused by an initial 

clad defect. In the case of this latter failure, there was no evidence 

of molten UO2 reaching the cladding, In the other two cases, one with 

compacted arc fused UO2 powder, and one with cored U02 pellets, molten 

UO2 did reach the clad surface and caused some melting of the clad 

before the break in the UO2 liner was sealed by solidification of the 

molten UO2 in cracks in the liner. There is evidence that a consider

able portion of the UO2 was molten during these transients, but even 

under these conditions, there was no significant release of UO2 to the 

coolant.  

Another experiment was run where boiling of a mixed uranium-plutonium 
(2) 

oxide fuel took place in 304 stainless steel clad cooled by sodium0 

The clad strength was maintained by the sodium coolant so that no clad 

failure occurred, and consequently, no rapid geometric change in the 

oxide liner took place. The fuel reached a temperature of approximately 

7000*F which caused a significant internal pressure and forced molten 

oxide through cracks in the liner into contact with the stainless steel 

clad. However, the breakdown in the liner was not sufficient to allow 

a significant amount of molten oxide to come into contact with the clad 

since there was no evidence of interaction at the inside clad surface.  

Weidenbaum, B., Lyons, M, F,, Coplin, D. H., Nelson, N. C., and Pashos, 
T. J., "Consequences of Cladding Ruptures with Molten U02 Fuels," 
(GE - San Jose), Transactions of ANS, Vol0 6, Number 2, November 1963, 
p. 346.  

(2) Field, J. H., Leitz, F. J, McNelly, M. J. and Nelson, R. C, "Apparent 

Boiling of Uranium Oxide in the Center of a Fuel Pin During Transient 

Power Generation," N. S. and E., Vol0 14, Number 2, October 1962, 
p. 210, 211.
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Experiments have also been run at the TREAT facility where UO 2 pellets 

clad in SS-304 and Zr-2, as well as unclad pellets, were subjected to 

burst of sufficient energy to cause fuel melting and fuel and clad 

fragmentation. At the time many of these tests were evaluated, the 

values of energy input, based on an adiabatic heat transfer model, to 

cause fuel melting and to offset the heat of fusion, were 220 cal/gm 

and 285 cal/gm, respectively. Of the ten UO 2 - SS-304 tests reported 

in ANL-6250, (2 ) six of these exceeded 285 cal/gm, fuel completely 

molten. All six of these specimens burst and the oxide fuel fragmented.  

Of the four tests in which the energy input was less than 285 cal/gm 

and a vapor pressure was not generated in the oxide, only one specimen 

(CEN-65) burst and fragmented. Further a comparison of the results of 

CEN-67 with those of CEN-65 indicates that the energy input to CEN-65 

was probably underestimated 

Later data has shown that UO fuel melts at closer to 2800*C which 

corresponds to an energy input of 247 cal/gm and that the heat of 

fusion is approximately 66 cal/gm. A summary of the TREAT results is 

shown in the next section, These data are not completely on a con

sistent basis with respect to the energy input since the calibration 

techniques have changed over the period of the tests. However, there 

is sufficient evidence when one examines all the available data to 

conclude that fragmentation of the fuel requires an energy addition 

that takes the fuel well into the molten region.  

Several qualitative conclusions can be drawn from the experiments: 

1. The results with the swaged rod indicate that, for a cladding 

failure not directly attributed to operation with molten U0 2 , 

only a small percentage of fuel goes into the water, even if a 

significant amount of the fuel is molten at the time of the 

failure.  

2. The AEC/Euratom results indicate that the UO 2 fuel liner (the 

2
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will contain the molten fuel if there is no significant internal 

fuel pressure, even in the case of clad failure.  

3. The sodium experiment indicates that, under conditions which can 

cause a significant internal fuel pressure, namely boiling of the 

oxide fuel, the unmelted liner still acts as a barrier between the 

molten fuel and the clad as long as there is no significant 

geometric disturbance of the liner because of clad rupture.  

4. The TREAT results indicate that the most likely mechanism for a 

release of U0 2 into the coolant is the buildup of a high internal 

pressure by boiling of the oxide fuel, with a consequent failure of 

the clad and breach in the solid liner surrounding the boiling 

fuel.  

3.2 Particle Size of Failed Fuel 

The particle size determination after irradiation was accomplished by 

sieving and the results were reported as the Sauter mean diameter 

d Svwhere 

d = where W =particle weight 
SV ~ W i/W TOTAL 

L d.  

Size determination was made for both the combined UO 2and clad and for 

the clad material alone. The Sauter mean diameter for the clad 

material was larger than that for the combined U0 2 and clad; the oxide 

core material was more finely divided than the cladding material.  

A summary of particle sizes for TREAT irradiations on U0 2 is given in 

Figure 3.2 which shows d Svversus fission energy input. These data 

include single fuel pins clad in SS-304 and Zr-2 as well as unclad UO 2 

With the exception of two early stainless steel clad samples, the
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* -results show mean diameters of 8 mils and greater for stainless clad 

specimens and 25 mils and greater for Zr-clad specimens.  

These two early transient tests, CEN-65 and CEN-69, yielded a particle 

size distribution significantly different from the other transients in 

that there was a high weight % of particles in the very fine sizes, 

i.e. less than 6 mils. These results indicate that there must have 

been some mechanism in addition to the fission energy addition that 

caused a violent description of the clad, for example, an imperfection 

in the assembly of the capsule that allowed water vapor to get 

entrapped in the fuel pin.  

These results also show that the particle sizes from a group of rods 

are significantly larger than for single fuel pins. Based upon these 

data, a 10 mil diameter is considered a conservative lower bound for 

particles of expulsed U0 2' 

These data also support the contention that significant fuel failure, 

that is, expulsion of molten fuel, does not occur until a value of 

fission energy input which, on an adiabatic basis, takes the fuel well 

into the molten, region.
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. 4.0 CASES INVESTIGATED AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

Four cases are presented with detailed transient curves to illustrate the 

characteristics. These cases are given in Table 4-1. All parameters not 

listed were taken as the standard values listed in Table 2.1.  

TABLE 4.1 

Case Poe ee kejected rod 6kmoderator 

of 2758 MWt %(potential) 

1 0 1.5 1.5 

2 0 0.8 1.5 

3 102 1.0 1.5 

4 102 0.5 1.5 

Cases 1 and 3 represent extreme upper limit calculations for the zero and 

full power cases respectively since the ejected rod worths are well in excess 

of expected values to be obtained after the detailed design for Indian POin"t 2 

is completed. Cases 2 and 4 represent more realistic upper limits for the 

Indian Point design although even here case 4 is a quite conservative high value 

for an ejected rod worth from full power since the control rod clusters are 

operated nearly fully withdrawn at this condition.  

4.1 Zero Power Cases 

A depiction of the individual reactivity contributions as a function of time 

provides a convenient initial basis for discussion and figure 4.1-1 presents 

these for case 1, the extreme zero power transient. The total reactivity 

worth of the ejected rod is inserted linearly over a period of 0.1 seconds.  

This reactivity is.immediately offset by the sudden, essentially adiabatic, 

increase in fuel temperatures accompanying the power burst, the reactor having 

gone'through prompt critical. Then, over a period up to approximately 0.5 

seconds, the rapid heating of the coolant adds an additional 1.5% in reactivity, 

the maximum potential insertion. A further short term reduction in density beyond 

the value corresponding to peak reactivity adds negative reactivity. This is 

followed by an increase in density in response to the power reduction to yield
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the full 1.5% insertion at approximately 1.5 seconds. This appears to be a 

characteristic of the transients with large ejected rod insertions wherein 

all the potential moderator reactivity insertion does come in to seek an 

equilibrium-reactivity balance before trip and the manner in which this 

reactivity is added up to the 1.5 seconds does not significantly affect the 

maximum energy addition. The negative Doppler contribution continues to increase 

as the moderator adds reactivity. The accident is terminated by reactor trip 

which is assumed to add 2.5% negative reactivity linearly. The total reactivity 

is also plotted for comparison.  

Figure 4.1-2 shows the nuclear power generation which follows, as expected, 

the total reactivity indicating three peaks, the first due to the ejected 

rod and the subsequent peaks resulting from the moderator feedback. Figure 

4.1-3 illustrates the average core fuel temperatures characterized by an essentially 

instantaneous increase in fuel temperatures during the initial power burst, 

followed by a more gradual increase with the moderator reactivity insertion.  

A gradient across the fuel rod is then established as the heat is transferred 

to the coolant with the peak average temperature of slightly less than 2000OF 

reached over the period from 0.5 to 1.2 seconds. The peak center temperature 

is less than 25000F. For comparison purposes the average fuel temperature is 

indicated assuming adiabatic heating, the assumption made for the hotter rods.  

The effect of neglecting the heat transfer to the coolant is apparent from the 

almost 600OF difference in the two average temperatures at 1.2 seconds.  

Figure 4.1-4 shows the integrated energy addition in full power seconds for 

for the average core as a function of time and indicates that approximately 

half the total energy addition occurs during the initial power burst. The 

rate of heat transfer to the coolant with the conservative high conductance 

from fuel to water is shown in Figure 4.1-5. This heat addition rate is not 

realistic for a calculation of the coolant pressure surge since a significant 

portion of the core would be in DNB thus reducing the average heat transfer.  

Fuel melting and some fuel vaporization did occur for this case. Assuming the 

peak fuel enthalpies occur at 1.2 seconds and using the adiabatic hot region
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calculation without including cladding capacity, a total of approximately 

8% of the core volume is melted and less than 0.8% of the fuel is vaporized.  

Figure 4.1-6 shows the percentage of fuel melted as a function of time.  

There is an initial 2.5% of the core immediately melted, the hottest rods, 

following the power burst. Continued heat addition, as the positive moderator 

insertion comes in, progressively melts rods with smaller peaking factors.  

As a portion of a fuel rod is molten on the average it is assumed to be 

deposited in the coolant thus giving up its heat rapidly.  

This rapid addition of energy into the coolant creates a significant expansion 

of the coolant and a corresponding increase in system pressure. This pressure 

surge is essentially a quasi-static effect as opposed to the generation of 

a shock wave which is a very short term (millisecond) phenomenum. An estimate 

of the net energy addition was made for case 1 by calculating a reduction 

factor for heat transfer from the average core t o account for DNB. The reduced 

heat transfer is shown in Figure 4.1-7 where the volume of core affected by DNB 

is the region where 70% of the heat is generated. To this energy rate has been 

added an energy contribution for the molten fuel being dispersed as a function 

of time including zirconium water reaction energy. A conservative approach to 

calculate the corresponding peak pressures based on linear approximations 

for coolant properties to compute surge rates indicates the pressure for this 

heat addition could be as high as 7000 psia. Using the same criteria that is 

used elsewhere in this report for shock wave effects, e.g. that one-half ultimate 

strain is a conservative limit, the limiting pressure is approximately 6500 psia.  

Case 1 then becomes marginal. To establish the true limit, however, a more 

detailed calculation should be made considering for example, heat transfer 

rate limitations from molten fuel to steam and water and considering such 

phenomena as the expansion of the reactor vessel and coolant piping as the 

pressure increases. This detailed calculation does not seem warranted for 

this extreme hypothetical case. Even with this conservative approach to 

calculate pressure, however, the peak pressure would be less than 6000 psia 

if the total fuel melting is less than 7%. This corresponds to an ejected 

rod worth of 1.35% with a potential moderator insertion of 1.5% or conversely 

a potential moderator insertion of 0.7% for a 1.5% ejected rod worth. This
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would be sufficient to preclude any further rupture of the primary system and 

is still well in excess of the 0.8% ejected rod case which is the realistic 

upper limit.  

Case 2 represents a more realistic upper limit rod ejection calculation 

for the zero power case for Indian Point with an ejected rod worth of 0.8% 6k.  

Figure 4.1-8 shows the individual reactivity contributions. The smaller ejected 

rod insertion results in a smaller energy addition during the power burst with 

a smaller negative Doppler contribution. The smaller reactivity insertion 

(0.8%) also results in a longer period, thus delaying the power burst and the 

accompanying Doppler reactivity feedback. The moderator density reactivity 

is inserted over a period of about 1.0 second and the total insertion is 0.4% 6 k 

out of a potential 1.5%. This is primarily the influence of the lower power 

level and fuel temperatures reached in the initial transient.  

The nuclear power transient shown in Figure 4.1-9 reaches an initial peak 

which is delayed and lower than that for Case 1 and there is no large subse

qetpeak since the moderator density insertion is slower. Figure 4.1-10 

presents the average core fuel temperatures, integrated energy addition and 

the rate of heat transfer to the coolant as a function of time. A comparison 

of *the rate of heat addition to that for Case 1 (figure 4.1-5) illustrates the 

significant effect o f the lower insertion and the smaller initial power burst.  

The rates in both cases are based on conservatively high fuel to water conductance 

and the peak rate for Case 2 is less than 0.8 times full power whereas the peak 

rate for Case 1 is greater than 4.5 times full power. It is this much smaller 

heat transfer rate for Case 2 which precludes realization of the full 1.5% 

potential reactivity from moderator heatup prior to an effective reactor 

trip. The average fuel temperatures and integrated energy addition are also 

significantly less than for Case 1. There is no fuel melting for Case 2 which 

represents a realistic upper limit for the Indian Point 2 zero power case.  

The rate of energy addition is also readily absorbed in the reactor coolant 

system without exceeding design pressure and there is no potential rupture of 

the system.
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. 4.2 Full Power Cases 

The individual reactivity contributions are shown in figure 4.2-1 for the 

extreme full power case based on an ejected rod worth of 1.0% 6k and a 

potential moderator reactivity insertion of 1.5% 6k. The responses are very 

similar to Case 1 for zero power, with the addition of the full moderator 

reactivity insertion within about 0.5 seconds followed by a reduction in 

reactivity as continued moderator density reduction adds negative reactivity.  

This is followed by a recovery to the full 1.5% moderator insertion. For this 

case the core returned to prompt critical a second time as the moderator 

reactivity was inserted as reflected in the nuclear power generation transient 

shown in figure 4.2-2.  

The average fuel temperatures are shown in figure 4.2-3 which indicates an 

initial rapid essentially adiabatic, heatup followed by a more rapid increase 

in temperatures than for Case 1 as the moderator reactivity is added. Since 

an initial enthalpy rise exists across the core and the initial average tempera

ture is higher than the zero load value, the moderator insertion tends to become 

effective more quickly for the full power case. The same comparison is made 

between the actual average temperature and that which would exist for an adiabatic 

heatup, the model used for the hotter regions of the core.  

Figure 4.2-4 illustrates the rate of heat transfer to the coolant with the 

conservative high conductance from fuel to water. Again this heat addition rat'e 

is not realistic for the contribution of energy toward creating a coolant 

pressure surge since a significant portion of these rods would be in DNB thus 

reducing the average heat transfer. The integrated energy addition as a function 

of time is shown in figure 4.2-5 which as expected, shows a greater portion of 

the energy addition occurring during the positive moderator reactivity insertion 

than as a result of the ejected rod directly.  

For this extreme case as for case 1 there is fuel melting as well as some fuel 

*vaporization. Assuming the peak fuel enthalpies occur at 1.2 seconds and using 

the adiabatic hot rod calculation without including cladding capacity, a total 

* of approximately 11% of the core volume is melted and less than 0.7% of the fuel
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is vaporized. Figure 4.2-6 shows the percentage of fuel melted as a function 

of time. Figure 4.2-7 shows the reduced average heat transfer with 50% of the 

heat generation volume in DNB and the total energy addition rate including the 

deposition of melted fuel into the coolant with the time function shown in 

figure 4.2-6. The conservative solution for peak pressure indicates the peak is 

!ess than 6000 psia and there is no potential system rupture.  

Case 4 represents a more realistic yet still highly conservative upper limit 

case for full power with an ejected rod worth of 0.5% Sk and a potential 

moderator insertion of 1.5% 6k. Operation near full power will be maintained 

with the control rods nearly fully withdrawn and the maximum ejected rod worth 

should be considerably less than 0.5% 6k.  

For this case the reactor does not become prompt critical and the resultant 

initial energy additionrate is relatively small. As shown in figure 4.2-8 

the moderator density insertion is slower than for the case with the higher 

ejected rod worth and only about 0.7% 6k of the potential 1.5% 6k actually 

is added prior to reactor trip. The nuclear power transient is shown in 

figure 4.2-9. Figure 4.2-10 shows the integrated energy addition, average fuel 

temperatures and heat transfer rate versus time. There is no fuel melting and 

the rate of energy addition can be readily absorbed in the reactor coolant system 

without excessive pressures which could lead to system rupture.
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APPENDIX A 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Considerable interest has been evidenced in the positive moderator.  

coefficient of reactivity, which exists early in core life for the Indian 

Point 2 Plant, and in its effect on the rod ejection accident. The following 

results sumarize -a parameter study wherein the rod .ejection analysis was 

performed for several values of potential moderator reactivity insertion for 

both zero power and full power cases.  

Figure A-1 presents the variable AH fwhich is the adiabatic fuel enthalpy 

rise for the average core, a convenient measure of-severity of the accident 

since it is proportional to the total nuclear energy addition. The 

enthalpy rise, is plotted as a function of total potential moderator reactiv

ity insertion for two values of ejected rod worth, 1.5% and 0.8%, for the 

zero power case. The results are given for t = 1.2 seconds, the time at 

or near which the peak average fuel temperature occurs. The results for 

the 1.5% ejected rod show a relatively strong sensitivity to potential 

moderator insertion since essentially all the potential insertion is 

realized during the transient. It is interesting to note the different 

reltinshp ith6kmoderator at t = 0.5 seconds, a time before the peak 
temperatures are reached. The cases with a lower potential insertion take 

somewhat longer to insert the maximum since the moderator heatup is not 

accelerated as much as for the higher potential insertion case. The cases 

with the lower and more realistic ejected rod worths show a much smaller 

sensitivity to potential insertion. This is primarily because the fraction 

of the potential insertion which is realized is limited by the rate at 

which the coolant is heated prior to trip. As seen in Section 4.-0 with the 

lower ejected rod worth, the heat addition is significantly lower and only 

a fraction of the potential insertion comes in before a reactor trip is 

effected.  

Figure A-.2 presents the analogous results for the full power case. The 

sensitivity of the enthalpy rise to potential moderator insertion is somewhat
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greater than for the cases at zero power. This is primarily a consequence 

of the higher initial average core temperature and because of the initial 

enthalpy rise across the core at full power. The moderator temperatures 

are therefore closer to saturation and the positive insertion can come in 

more rapidly during the transient.  

The effects of moderator reactivity on the amount of core melting or 

vaporization following a rod ejection are presented in Figure A-3 for the 

extreme upper limit ejected rod cases studied at zero and full power. For 

comparison the amount of melting and vaporization is calculated taking 

credit for the heat capacity of the cladding up to a temperature of 3350*F.  

In order to evaluate the potential heat addition to the coolant due to 

molten or vaporized fuel, the amount of nuclear energy generated within the 

melted and vaporized fuel regions is given in Figure A-4 for both the zero 

and full power cases. Also shown is the contribution of zirconium-water 

reaction energy. This was calculated by an integration over the core 

volume, using the local adiabatic average fuel enthalpy at 1.2 seconds, and 

the fraction of zirconium reacted as a function of this enthalpy taken 

directly from TREAT capsule experiments, as reported in ANL-7105, Figure 26 

(Reactor Development Program Progress Report, September 1965, Argonne 

National Laboratory).
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APPENDIX B

SHOCK WAVE ANALYSIS 

1.Introduction and Summary 

A preliminary investigation of the consequences of molten fuel dispersal 

and zirconium-water reaction inside the Indian Point Unit No. 2 pressure 

vessel is presented in this section. The approach followed is: 

(a) to determine the minimum weight of explosive charges (TNT or 

propellant), detonated inside the pressure vessel, required to 

breach its integrity; and 

(b) to convert the amount of explosive charges to an equivalent amount 

of dispersed molten U0 2 that can be tolerated, after evaluation of 

the mechanical efficiency of the UO 2-H 20 heat transfer, and of the 

zirconium-water reaction.  

The results of the present analysis show that should molten UO 2and Zircaloy 

be dispersed instantaneously and at the same .time into water, about 33% 

of the core has to be molten and dispersed to strain the vessel wall up 

to the rupture with only the mechanical energy delivered to the water up 

to the time at which the shock front hits the wall.  

2. Pressure Vessel and Internals Characteristics 

The Indian Point pressure vessel material is SA 302 Grade B steel. The 

tensile properties of this material, as summarized in Table 1, were 

measured on specimens taken from the vessel shell plates of the latest 

PWR plants, i.e. Connecticut Yankee, San Onofre, and Zorita. The typical 

values, reported in the last row of Table 1, are the arithmetic averages 

of each column, and are the values chosen in this analysis.
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0 
TABLE 1 

TENSILE PROPERTIES OF NON-IRRADIATED ASTM SA 302B STEEL TESTED AT 600°F

Specimen 
Identification

0.2% Offset 
Yield Strength 

psi

Ultimate 
Tensile Strength 

psi

Uniform 
Elongation

Total 
Elongation

Reduction 
in Area

Strain Energy 
per unit volume 
up toL =0.5 lu 

in lb/in
3

Strain Energy 
per unit volume 
up toL = eu 

in lb/in
3

1-A 

1-B 

2-A 

2-B 

3-A 

3-B 

i 4-A 

N) 4-B 

5-A 

5-B 

6-A 

6-B 

7-A 

7-B 

Typical

NOTES: 

1. The specimens 

the specimens 

specimens 7-A

1-A, 1-B, 2-A, 2-B, 3-A 

4-A, 4-B, 5-A, 5-B, 6-A 

and 7-B were taken from

and 

and 

the

3-B were taken 

6-B were taken

from 

from

the Connecticut-Yankee 

the San Onofre reactor

reactor vessel material; 

vessel material; and the

Zorita reactor vessel material.

2. The same number under the specimen identification column, e.g. 1-A and 1-B indicates that the two specimens came 

from the same shell plate.

52,400 

52,500 

53,530 

52,670 

50,800 

51,200 

59,950 

60,350 

55,950 

55,150 

56,000 

55,800 

56,700 

55,850 

55,000

81,050 

78,900 

76,660 

73,840 

76,700 

77,550 

85,550 

87,150 

82,300 

83,550 

82,500 

82,200 

80,700 

80,100 

80,000

20.4 

22.6 

17.7 

17.6 

17.8 

17.6 

15.8 

17.1 

18.2 

17.0 

16.7 

17.4 

18.6 

19.5 

18.0

27.6 

30.0 

26.4 

28.4 

27.5 

27.3 

22.7 

23.3 

24.9 

23.6 

23.5 

23.7 

27.4 

27.1 

26.0

63.4 

62.3 

62.8 

69.4 

65.0 

65.0 

58.4 

55.2 

59.8 

60.8 

62.8 

61.1 

64.9 

68.0 

63.0

8,780 

9,360 

8,170 

8,850 

8,310 

8,000 

6,900 

7,250 

7,550 

7,600 

7,400 

7,200 

8,750 

8,830 

8,000

19,480 

20,610 

17,270 

18,200 

18,560 

17,770 

16,160 

16,620 

17,350 

16,870 

16,250 

16,450 

18,950 

18,930 

17,000



A survey of the available data about the effect of irradiation on the tensile 

properties of SA 302 Grade B brought us to the conclusion that the ultimate 

strain energy per unit volume does not change significantly, in either 

direction, for an integrated fast neutron flux of the order of 1019 nvt.  

This is due to the fact that the decrease in elongation is compensated by 

an increase in yield and tensile stresses.  

The material of the internals, i.e., baffles, barrel, and thermal shield 

is Type 304 stainless steel. The typical stress and strain values, averages 

of numerous tensile test specimens, at a test temperature of 600*F, are 

as follows: 

Yield Stress (0.2% offset) = 20,000 psi 

Ultimate Stress 60,000 psi 

Ultimate Strain - 50% 

Strain Energy per unit volume 3 
up to E = 13% - 5,000 inlb/in 

Strain Energy per unit volume 3 
up to C = 50% = 24,000 inlb/in 

The reactor vessel internals are exposed to an integrated fast neutron 

flux higher than that the vessel wall is exposed to. The exposures of the 

thermal shield and of the barrel are of the order of 1020 and 1021 nvt, 

respectively. Therefore, larger changes in the tensile properties through

out the life of these components is anticipated. Even in this case, however, 

the increase in the yield and ultimate stresses will compensate the decrease 

in elongation from the ultimate strain energy per unit volume point of view.  

Considering then that the radial deformation assumed to represent failures 

of these structures is limited, in the subsequent calculation,to 50 per cent 

of the total elongation of the vessel, i.e. 0.13 in/in, the assumption 

of the non-irradiated 304 stainless steel strain energy per unit volume is 

conservative.
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The dimensions of the reactor vessel and internals are summarized in 

Table 2.  

TABLE 2 

VESSEL AND INTERNALS DIMENSIONS 

Component I.D. (inches) Thickness (inches) O.D. (inches) 

Pressure Vessel 173.0 8.625 190.25 

Thermal Shield 158.5 2.75 164.0 

Barrel 148.5 2.00 152.5 

Baffles - 1.125 

Between the core periphery and the core barrel are axial baffle plates and 

horizontal former plates, every about two feet, bolted to the baffle plates 

and the core barrel wall. This is a very stiff structure.  

In the subsequent calculations the stiffness of this structure will be con

servatively neglected. The whole of the pressure vessel, the thermal shield, 

the core barrel, and the core baffles will be simulated by a single cylinder 

of SA 302 Grade B material, with the same OD as the pressure vessel, but 

with increased thickness.  

The equivalent thickness is chosen as the sum of the thickness of the 

vessel and internals weighted by the strain energy per unit volume up to 

the maximum allowed strain, i.e. 0.13 in/in.  

In conclusion the Indian Point pressure vessel and internals will be 

simulated by a cylinder with the following characteristics: 

TABLE 3 

EQUIVALENT PRESSURE VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS

Shape 
Material 
0.D.  
Thickness 
I.D.  
Length

right-circular cylinder 
SA 302 Grade B 
190.25 inches 
12.30 inches 

165.65 inches 
324.00 inches



The 1/2 ultimate strain criteria would give approximately 1 foot dilation 

of the vessel radius at the midplane. An interference of about 1/2 foot 

with the primary shield reinforced concrete structure would result, because 

the initial clearance between the vessel and the shield is 1/2 foot. This 

interference would occur along more.than half of the cylindrical portion 

of the vessel, and would increase the energy absorption capability, but, 

no account was taken for the strength of the primary shield.  

3. Minimum Weight of Explosive Charges Required to Breach the Vessel 

Upon detonation of a charge, a shock wave travels through the water sur

rounding the charge and strikes the internal wall. This wall responds with 

a practically instantaneous initial velocity. The total momentum imparted 

to the wall is empirically related to the total impulse of the shock wave, 

and the total work done in deforming the wall is equated to the total 

initial kinetic energy of the wall. The conservation of mechanical energy 

is inherent in the last statement. An accurate and detailed description of 

this method, supported by experimental results on scaled models, is given 
1/ 

by W. R. Wise, Jr., and J. F. Proctor

The hoop stress in the unit-length ring located at the mid-meridan of the 

vessel cylinder is chosen as the containment index. In fact, upon detonation 

of an explosive charge, the mid-meridan ring, being closest to the charge, 

receives the greatest impulse, undergoes the largest deformation, and is 

subjected to the highest stress. Experiments show that rupture for ductile 

cylinders always results from the propagation of a fissure that originates 

at the mid-meridan.  

A law relating charge weight, W, and distance from charge, Ri. to specific 

impulse for explosion in an infinite volume of water is given by R. H. Cole

-/ Wise, W. R., Jr., and Proctor, J. F. - "Explosion Containment Laws for 
Nuclear Reactor Vessel," NOLTR 63-140, August, 1965.  

2/ Cole, R. H., "Underwater Explosions," Dover Publications, Inc.,, 
New York, 1965.
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if = K WI /  (WI//R )d 

where: 

If = specific incident impulse in free water, lb sec/in
2 

W = explosive charge weight, lb 

Ri = distance from charge center, ft 

K,O= constants 

Only a portion of this impulse will be absorbed by the vessel wall, a portion 

will be lost due to reflection and the complex phenomena attendant to 

transient high-pressure interfaces, as stated by W. R. Wise and J. F. Proctor, 

in NOLTR 63-140.  

The total impulse received by the mid-meridan ring is 

I = 144 If / lb sec/ft
2 

where E is an efficiency function. An empirical expression for E is given 

in reference 1: R.  

= 1.47 + 0.0373 t t 

where: 

Ri = vessel inside radius 

t = vessel wall thickness 

The equations expressing that the total impulse imparted to the vessel wall 

is equal to the total initial momentum of the wall and that the total work 

done in deforming the wall is equal to the total initial kinetic energy of 

the wall are 

I 2H R P(t)dt -(R R) v 
g e 1 

=P 2 

E =E i1 (E ) 
D S 0 2 g 0



where: 

I = impulse absorbed by the vessel wall, lb sec/ft
2 

R. = I.D. of vessel wall, ft 1 

P shock pressure, psfg 

P = wall mass density, lb/ft
3 

g = acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec
2 

R = O.D. of vessel wall, ft 
e 

v = initial velocity of vessel wall, ft/sec 
ED  = wall strain energy under dynamic load, ft ib/ft 

ES  = wall strain energy under static load, ft b/ft3 

= 0.318.20216 W2i ( 2 ) 10 (from reference 1) 
Ri (1.47 + 0.0373R./tl 

t =R - R.  
e 1 

W = explosive charge weight, lb 

The simultaneous solution of the previous equations yields the following 

expression for the explosive charge weight, W, required to strain the mid

meridian ring of a given amount: 

. i - 185 0.811 

W 1407ES 3.4 + .11 Rit)(Re RD) 

10 P (1.47 + 0.0373 R./t) 

Applying this formula to the "equivalent" Indian Point vessel, the value of 

W required to strain the mid-meridian ring to 50% of the total elongation 

of SA 302 Grade B is calculated. This will account for the presence of 

discontinuities on the actual vessel, such as nozzles, weldments, and top 

and bottom restraints.  

The minimum TNT weight required to strain the mid-meridian ring up to 

50% E is 

W = 1700 lb*.  

* This represents a refinement of the preliminary value of 2200 lb given 

in oral discussion with AEC.



The energy released by a TNT explosion within the pressure vessel is 

essentially equivalent to the heat of detonation, i.e. 1050 cal/gm. The 

total energy released by 1700 lb of TNT is 25 x 10 8ft lb. For microsecond 

loading mechanisms such as the TNT shock wave, experiments 1 / show that 

the deformation energy is of the order of one-half the total energy released.  

Therefore, the deformation energy of the vessel wall, when the mid-meridian 

ring deforms up to 1/2 6 , is about 12.5 x 10 8ft lb.  

Results- of tests with explosive charges other than TNT were reviewed.  

A test was performed on a model right-circular cylinder with 5 inches 

internal diameter, 0.25 inches wall, 10 inches length and made of Type 304 

stainless steel, using a propellant that produces loadings generated in 

milliseconds. A propellant bed of 72 grains (265.8 grams) produced a maximum 

external radial strain of 0.990 inches, i.e. 0.36 in/in.  

The propellant employed in this experiment has an energy density similar 

to that of TNT. The measured strain energy in the cylinder wall was 

about 10% of the released energy.  

A charge of 50.5 grams of TNT was required to produce the same maximum strain 

of the mid-meridian ring of a right-circular cylinder of the same dimensions 

and material.  

As can be seen, the weight of explosives with the same strain, is inversely 

proportional to the mechanical efficiency.  

I/WseW. R., Jr., "An Investigation of Strain-Energy Absorption Potential as 
the Criterion for Determining Optimum Reactor Vessel Containment Design", 
Navord Report 5748, June 1958.
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4. Energy Transfer from Molten UO, Droplets to Water

The present analysis assumes that a given number of fuel rods increases in 

temperature to the melting point, melts, bursts the clad and ejects molten 

U0 2 into the water volume surrounding the rods. The volume oc cupied by the 

affected rods and surrounding water is assumed to become instantaneously an 

assemblage of molten U02. spheres (0.010 inch'in diameter) in water. Heat 

transferred from the molten droplets by conduction would vaporize the water, 

and cause it to expand. Such an increasing water vapor layer would act as a 

piston driving a compression wave in the liquid. Pressure waves formed in the 

liquid travel out from the assemblage of molten U02 droplet, and reach pre

viously unaffected parts of the reactor. Theory utilizing thermodynamic process 

relations, continuity equations, and the method of characteristics for wave 

propagation analysis are employed. No details of the actual process by which 

rupture and ejection occur are considered. An infinite volume of water is 

assumed to surround the assemblage of U0 2 droplets.  

At imezer, mlte UO2 doplets at their melting temperature are distributed 

uniformly in water. During the initial period, called Regime I, heat is trans

ferred from U02 spheres to a previously established vapor layer. (The heat 

transfer model is summarized in a note at the end of this section.) Simultaneously 

heat is being transferred from the vapor to the vapor-liquid interface evaporating 

liquid into the vapor layer and raising its enthalpy from that of the liquid to 

that of the vapor layer. The amount of heat transferred is partly stored in 

the pre-existing vapor layer as an increase in internal energy and partly 

utilized by the vapor to do work in compressing the liquid region. Energy and 

continuity (conservation of mass) equations are suffi'cient to describe the 

process with the assumption that the affected region about a sphere has a uniform 

pressure. Furthermore, the water vapor is assumed to behave as a perfect gas.  

In general, the vapor temperature is expected to be somewhere near an average of 

the U02 temperature and the liquid water temperature. This average is much 

greater than the critical temperature for water. Thus the perfect gas assumption 

is valid, except for extreme pressures that will not be reached in this analysis.  
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During Regime I, the motion of a water wave travelling with the speed of 

sound permits more and more liquid surrounding the vapor layer blanketing each 

U02 sphere to be compressed. The distance to which the liquid surrounding a 

vapor layer has been compressed is given by the product of elapsed time and 

the speed of sound in water. The speed of sound in water is approximately 

independent of pressure, so that except for extremely strong shocks the wave 

speeds are given by the speed of sound in the undisturbed, nearly saturated 

liquid. After some time has passed, the spherical waves from neighboring spheres 

of the assemblage meet. As time goes on, the effects of other, more and more 

remote spheres would be felt. This continual interaction, including reflection 

of waves, is wholly equivalent to the dynamics for one sphere in its own cell 

of water as if surrounded by rigid walls at the cell boundary and with no 

other interaction but the reflection of waves of pressure disturbances originating 

at the vapor layer.  

For times larger than the time for a wave to travel to the cell boundary, the 

pressure history appears the same as if there were no waves at all, but only 

a continuing compression of all water in the cell. All processes in this period, 

Regime II, are identical to those in Regime I except that instead of the 

extent of the liquid region being increased, it is constant. Whereas the con

tinual increase of available compressible liquid volume in Regime I permits 

pressure to decrease,-in Regime II'pressure must increase inasmuch as heat 

received by vapor and liquid can only result in a pressure rise in the two 

phases. The wave details are unimportant during Regime II. This is because 

successive increments of pressure are quickly felt throughout the cell region, 

and the pressure distribution at any elapsed time is only slightly affected by 

the past history. In other words, propagation times are very short compared 

with the elapsed time. The uniform pressure assumption is therefore nearly 

correct.  

For finite assemblages, a wave of compressed water travels out from the assemblage 

reaching previously unaffected water regions. This period, in which the system 

behaves as in Regime I, is called Regime III.. As long as the distance from the 

assemblage is small compared with the characteristic distance through the 

assemblage, pressure-time relations may be expected to be valid by the uniform 

pressure model of Regime II.
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This regime cannot account for the succession of waves and their weakening as 

they travel radially from the source. This characteristic is important both 

near the assemblage at large times, far from the assemblage at any time, in 

determining the pressure space-time distribution. A wave type calculation is 

necessary which includes, for the assemblage region, the effect of continual 

mechanical energy input to the water by the vapor layers acting as heat engines.  

The most convenient analytical tool for such a problem (to solve the continuity, 

momentum, and energy relations) was found to be the method of characteristics.  

A fixed space-time network is established. It is supposed that in the assemblage, 

subdivided into space intervals, a process typical of Regime II occupies an 

interval of time. The final pressures from a Regime II process are the initial 

pressures for a method-of-characteristics wave calculation. Thus a wave and 

a Regime II process may be viewed as occurring simultaneously.  

Since the resultant liquid water pressure and velocity (relative to assemblage 

coordinates) correspond to the mechanical energy resulting after the Regime II 

process, the sense of the two step process is that the vapor layer still has 

all the conditions it had after the Regime II process. In reality, pressure 

equalization also must occur between liquid and vapor in times that are short 

compared with wave calculation steps.. Hence, an additional concurrent process 

of isentropic expansion (or compression) of the water vapor layer is occurring.  

In the process additional work is delivered to the liquid bringing about 

equalization of liquid and vapor phase pressures when the net volume of the 

two phases is constant. Although the sequence of a Regime II process, a wave 

process and an isentropic process is only an approximation inside the assemblage, 

the method becomes exact for infinitesimal space and time subdivisions and is 

therefore a good approximation after several finite time steps. Outside the 

assemblage, the wave calculation propagates pressure changes which occur on 

the assemblage boundary and in this way accounts exactly for the continual 

energy supply to the system by heat transfer from U0 2 spheres.  

The assumptions of a constant layer of vapor and liquid about each U0 2 sphere 

and of a fixed characteristic net implies that the physical model which has 

actually been analyzed is one for which U0 2 spheres and their vapor layers are
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fixed in position but somehow liquid is accelerated out of the assemblage 

region. This assumption is considered conservative, because expansion of the 

assemblage will relax its internal pressure and therefore the driving force 

of the pressure waves.  

Finally the mechanical energy delivered to the water surrounding an assemblage 

is calculated as a function of time.  

The ratio of the total mechanical energy (compression plus kinetic energy) 

delivered to the water when the pressure wave front hits the vessel wall, to 

the thermal energy of the molten fraction of U0 2 assumed is presented in 

Table 4. The distance between the center of the assemblage (location of the 

control rod cluster with the highest reactivity worth) and the internal wall 

of the equivalent cylinder (vessel plus internals) is approximately 34 inches.  

TABLE 4 

SHOCK WAVE MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY 

Assemblage Percentage of U0 2 Sphere Shock Wave 
Radius, inches Molten Fuel Diameter, in. Mechanical Efficiency 

4.5 0.45% 0.010 1.55% 

9.0 1.8% 0.010 1.17% 

13.0 3.8% 0.010 0.86% 

19.0 8.1% 0.010 0.41% 

9.0 1.8% 0.020 0.45% 

19.0 8.1% 0.020 0.27% 

As Table 4 shows, the mechanical efficiency becomes smaller as the amount of 

molten fuel increases. This is due to the fact that the ratio of the wave 

travel distance to the vessel wall to the assemblage radius decreases increasing 

the amount of molten fuel. This will not permit the assemblage to develop 

its maximum energy before the wave hits the wall. It is assumed that the 

shock wave mechanical efficiency does not further decrease as the amount of 

molten fuel increases above 8.1% and that the UO droltdame i0.1inhs 
2 rpe imtri .1 nhs
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With a shock wave mechanical effiency of 0.41% and considering that the sensible 

heat of molten U02 is 525 Btu/lb, the vessel would not fail due to the shock 

wave even if the total core were molten. This evaluation considers only the 

contribution of molten UO2 and no contribution from the exothermal zirconium 

water reaction. Zirconium water reaction is discussed in the next section.  

The significance of this result is that shock wave generation from molten 

fuel dispersal is not the limit on vessel integrity. It is shown elsewhere 

in this discussion that quasi-static expansion of coolant from the heat in 

the molten fuel limits the allowable amount of dispersal to a smaller value.
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NOTE: Heat Transfer from U02 Spheres to Water 

The heat transfer to the vapor from UO2 spheres, when the vapor thickness is 

small compared with the sphere radius, is limited by conduction in the vapor 

rather than in the UO The heat transfer equation is given by 

Q = 2 K1  (T V ) 
4 Ta2  X 

where 

Q = rate of heat transfer from a single UO2 spherical droplet 

a = radius of spherical UO2 droplet 

K = thermal conductivity of water vapor at average of T1 and Tv 

x = thickness of vapor layer surrounding UO2 spheres 

T = surface and melting point temperature of U02 

TV = average temperature of vapor layer.  

This equation assumes that the UO2 water interface temperature is equal to the 

UO2 melting temperature. The following discussion will show that this assumption 

is valid. The rate of heat transfer initially is due to the transient conduction 

in a semi-infinite medium (water) initially at an uniform low temperature (T ) 

evaporating and with velocity away from its boundary, and in another semi

infinite body (UO2) initially at a higher uniform temperature (T1) with solidifi

cation. It is quite difficult to find a theory for this problem. However, an 

approximation of this model, semi-infinite media with initially uniform tempera

tures To and T1 , with constant properties, no motion and no change of phase can 

give useful results. The heat flux through the interface to water, from UO2 
4/ 

can be derived as 
-

_K u(T 1 To) 

4 1 2 K 6-1/2 Ha ' 
u U u 

K a7i/2 
+ 

0 0 

where K and a are respectively the thermal conductivity and diffusivity for 
u u 

UO2 and K and a are those for water. The interface temperature, T, is then 
2 o o1 

also given for any time as: 

*A/Carslaw, H. S. and Jaeger, J. C., "Conduction of Heat in Solids," 2nd Edition, 

Oxford University Press, London, 1959, pp 87-88
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T. - T 
1 0 

T -T o

1 
Ka- 1/2 K 

0 0 + 1 

K a -1/2 
u u

The thermal diffusivity for water is evaluated with specific heat as 0.65 Btu/lb-°F 

(5500 psia), conductivity, K0 , as 0.086 Btu/hr-ft-°F (as for an average vaporized 

layer temperature of 3000 F) and specific volume as that of the liquid (for a 

constant volume process). The diffusivity is thus 0.0034 ft2/hr. Thermal con

ductivity of UO2 assumed equal to that of the solid) is 2.09 Btu/hr-ft-0 f and 

diffusivity, au , is 0.041 ft2/hr. Using these values, the result is: 

Ti -T o 
= 0.875 

TI -T o

This shows that the temperature at the UO2-water interface 

uranium temperature.  

The heat transfer from the vapor layer to the liquid-vapor 

the rate at which liquid is vaporized and brought into the 

system's internal energy. This heat transfer is expressed

is very nearly the 

interface governs 

open system with that 

by:

2K2 
4Qa 2  X 2 (Tv - T0) 

where 

K2 = thermal conductivity of water vapor at average of T and T 
v o T = initial temperature of liquid water 

0

The values of the thermal conductivity of water vapor were found by extrapolating 

to high temperatures the values given by Keenan, J. H., and Keyes, F. G.-/ and 

Eckert, E. R. G., and Drake, R. M.- / . The equivalent film boiling convective 

5/Keenan, J. H., and Keyes, F. G., "Thermodynamic Properties of Steam", 1st ed., 

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1936.  

6/Eckert, E. R. G., and Drake, R. M., "Heat and Mass Transfer," 2nd ed., McGraw-Hill 

Book Co., Inc., New York, 1959, pp 519-520.
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heat transfer coefficient from UO2 to water goes from '6000 Btu/hr-ft2 _-°F at 

about 10- 2 m sec after heat transfer initiation, to "2000 Btu/hr-ft 2- F at about 

10 m sec, and to "1000 Btu/hr-ft -°F at about 1 m sec.
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5. Mechanical Efficiency of the Zirconium Water Reaction

The results of the experiments performed spraying molten zirconium and Zircaloy-2 

into the water in an Aerojet Explosion Dynamometer-7 are presented in this 

section. The metal to be tested was melted and sprayed into the water-filled 

duct by means of a special graphite injector. For zirconium and zirconium 

alloys, the percentage of oxidation of the residue was determined by metallographic 

methods. Cold water (60 to 700F) was used in all tests. The reaction of the 

metal with the water produced hydrogen gas and a small amount of steam. These 

gases expanded and did work in expelling the water slug from the duct. Using 

the recorded pressure vs time data, the motion of the water could be calculated.  

A pressure-volume diagram was constructed from which the "gas work" was obtained.  

Since the weight of metal injected and its theoretical heating value were known, 

the overall efficiency i.e. work out over work in, was determined and tabulated 

for many runs. The molten zirconium tested was 19000C to 25750C. With a few 

exceptions, the mean particle diameters produced in the individual tests ranged 

between 300 and 500 1' . The estimated percentage of reaction was around 30%.  

The overall efficiency of the energy-conversion process,i.e. the ratio of the 

mechanical work done in the dynamometer to the theoretical chemical energy 

available from the complete reaction of the injected zirconium has an average 

value of about 1% with a minimum of 0.15% and a maximum of 2.99%. The authors 

state in their report that "the highest, reliable, overall efficiency obtained 

for zirconium (or zirconium alloys) was 2.32% (test no. 57-16). The percentage 

of reaction for this test was probably very close to 30%. Therefore, the 

corrected overall efficiency obtained in converting the liberated energy into 

useful work was 7.7% . . . In observing the pressure rise time, it is, evident 

that the metal-water reactions are not high-order explosions, taking milli

seconds rather than microseconds to attain peak pressure" 

-Higgins, H. M., and Schultz, R. D. "The reaction of Metals with Water and Oxidizing 
Gases at High Temperatures", IDO-28000, April 1957.
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It is assumed that going from cold water to hot water, the mechanical efficiency 

in converting the liberated energy into work does not change but only the 

fraction of liberated energy increases from 30% to 50%. The latter is a reason

able assumption based on the correlation of particle size and percent reaction 

with the fuel energy attained in the transient. Therefore the overall efficiency 

in hot water is assumed to be 7.7% of 50% or 3.85%.  

The theoretical chemical energy available from the complete reaction of all 

the fuel rod cladding Zircaloy is approximately equal to the sensible heat of 

the total amount of U0 2 when considered molten. Should molten U0 2 and Zircaloy 

be dispersed instantaneously and at the same time into water, the overall 

mechanical efficiency, that is the ratio of the total mechanical energy imparted 

to the shock wave to the theoretical thermal energy of the U0 2 of the entire 

core when molten, is 4.26%,i.e. 0.41% + 3.85%. Recalling that the energy 

required to reach 50% ultimate strain in the reactor vessel is obtained from 

the detonation of 1700 lb. of TNT with an explosive energy of 1050 cal/gm and 

50% mechanical efficiency, the equival ent quantity of U0 2 imparting 292 cal/gm 

(525 Btu/lb) with a mechanical efficiency of 4.26% is 

1700 x 100 x 4.2 = 72,000 lb.  

This quantity is 33% of the U0 2 in the core.  

Therefore about one-third of the core must become molten and dispersed to 

dilate the vessel wall up to 50% of the ultimate elongation, with only the 

mechanical energy delivered to the water up to the time at which the shock 

front hits the wall. (The discrepancy between this value of 33% and the 

value quoted in the oral discussion is attributable to a corrected value of 

TNT charge weight required to dilate the vessel to one-half ultimate strain, 

and a corrected value of combined U0 2 and zirconium-water reaction energy.)
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